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HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

How many opportunities have you missed out on because 
you failed to act on and apply the knowledge you’d read? Too 
many to count probably, right? You are reading this book be-
cause there is something inside of you that craves more from 
life through passive income and the freedom of time—and you 
know real estate is the best way to get you there.

When I graduated from the U.S. Naval Academy, I gained a 
deep-seated discipline for how people use their time effective-
ly. When I teach and educate, my focus is on inspiring people 
to actually ACT and achieve RESULTS.This is a quality demand-
ed from you as a Naval Officer.

You are expected to lead sailors and marines in danger and 
to value their time. Every task I give them, every word I utter out 
of my mouth, must count. And ultimately, it must propel them to 
act in a meaningful way or to accomplish a certain task.

This book is no different.
I will not waste your time.

And you will act and do something at the end of this book. 
At a minimum, you must do these three things:

1. Prepare to reset your mind on what you think you know 
about money and investing. Write down your goals for life 
and real estate in a journal, on a napkin, a dry erase board, 
or a sheet of paper. Hell, I don’t care what you write them 
down on—JUST WRITE THEM DOWN. To help assist you, 
I have provided multiple goal planners at the back of this 
book.
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2. Take notes on whatever questions you have, then reach 
out and ask me about them. I’m an open book and will help 
in any way I can.TAKE ONE STEP: Decide to step out of 
fear and invest in multifamily real estate to achieve legacy 
wealth. If you don’t do it for yourself, do it for your family or 
those you love. Or do it for the youth and people you will 
inspire.
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INTRODUCTION

“To create real change in your life, you need 
to shed your current actions and thoughts that 
aren’t serving your long-term and short-term 

goals. To live a bigger life, you need to learn how 
to be a bigger human being.” 

– Matt Faircloth

Welcome, motivators! The first step in true change is ac-
knowledgment. I salute you for following that burning de-

sire within your heart to expand your knowledge about multi-
family real estate, in addition to becoming a better person that 
will add value to this world.

This book is a blueprint for those of you who desire to learn 
how to get started in investing in apartment real estate. I will 
explain step-by-step how I bought my first multifamily property 
and the struggles and lessons I learned along the way. You will 
have a front row seat into my thought process and emotions. 
I will explain what it takes to be successful as a real estate in-
vestor and how it can be used as a powerful tool for financial 
independence. This book will teach you how to be fearless 
and to obtain the power that comes from positive affirmations 
and written goals. Most importantly, you are reading an amaz-
ing tool that will challenge you to become a better version of 
yourself.

In these pages, you will hear personal stories that you can 
relate to. In fact, you’ll see that at heart I’m “just a kid from 
Chicago.” I was not born into wealth. I wasn’t given a hand-
out. The odds and stereotypes were stacked against me. Yet, I 
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overcame and became successful in real estate, and I’m driven 
to accomplish much more.

You can do this too.

All it takes is the right mindset, education, and a purposeful 
heart.

Congratulations again on having the courage to become 
a better version of yourself for your family, friends, and those 
you will inspire (whom you haven’t even met yet).

Now lace your bootstraps up tight—and let’s get into it!
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PART I

THE BEGINNING
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1. 
YOU GOTTA HAVE HEART

Life happens quickly, and any choice you make can very
well be your last. I learned this early as a child on the play-

grounds at school, on the sidewalks, and on the street corners. 
On the South Side of Chicago, I was like most: a skinny kid 
up against the brawling bullies and fighting to survive to live 
another day. One out of a triplet, my brothers and I all tried 
to follow in the footsteps of our beloved mother, with grace 
and trust in God. That wasn’t enough to save us from the vi-
olence that was there from the moment we stepped foot out 
the door to the moment we were home safe and sound. Every 
step was like walking around in a jungle, never knowing who 
would be doing the harassing that day. Either way, the odds 
were stacked against us. There were so many shootings and 
underage killings. Kids chose to take the risk and walk in the 
middle of the street with cars to avoid the stray bullets. It was 
common for kids on the South Side to pray to God they’d make 
it to twenty-one.

I grew up in a war zone. And that war eventually transferred 
itself to my heart and compelled me to join the streets.

“Sometimes you have to pick the 
gun up to put the gun down.” 

– Malcom X

I remember when I beat this guy’s jaw in with a gun. 
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And at the time, I enjoyed it. Most people refer to this as pis-
tol-whipping. This is how it went down that day: It was gloomy 
in Chicago, which is known for its bipolar weather. I was four-
teen, meeting up with a group of guys who were also members 
of the gang. We met in a parking lot. We were just chilling and 
shooting the breeze. Then we saw this guy—who was affiliated 
with another gang—walking past us across the street. He ap-
peared to be alone.

My friend Jake said to me, “Yo, Dre, that’s that dude that 
was talking crap and threatened to go after your brothers. You 
should go over there and show him what’s up. Go handle your 
business, bro.”

At this, Jake slid a pistol into my hands. I loved the feeling 
of the steel. It made me feel powerful and unstoppable. I 
remember how warm it was from being pressed against his skin 
within the waistband of his sagging pants. I quickly grabbed 
the gun and stuffed it behind the back of my waistline, cover-
ing it up with my long Academics brand T-shirt.

I knew this guy, the “enemy,” would notice me walking over 
and immediately be on guard. Like a chameleon, I changed up 
my entire body language and demeanor. I gave him a friendly 
wave and a slight smile as I approached him. Halfway across 
the street, I said something to myself along the lines of, “I’m 
gonna be fine. I’ll mess this dude up and walk away scratch 
free. You got this, Dre.”

Even before I knew what I was doing, I was applying the 
power of affirmation into manifestation, even if it was in the 
name of a quarrel, machismo, and ultimate street credibility.
Little did I also know that these key qualities would allow me to 
become a successful real estate investor years later.

Back to the action: mano a mano, man to man—he already 
knew who I was and who I was affiliated with, so I had to be 
careful. When he first noticed me jogging across the street, I 
saw his face harden, and his whole body plump up in a de-
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fensive stance. I remember seeing his hand move toward his 
waistline, to grip and draw his gun for protection. “It’s all good, 
yo,” I said and lifted my hands up. “I just wanna talk.” When I 
finally reached his face, I threw him a handshake to throw him 
off guard. Just as he reached his hand out to mine, I grabbed 
his arm, pulled him toward me with one hard jerk, and gave 
him a solid right hook to the face.

Animal survivalism took over, and what I saw next was 
mostly RED. I took the gun tucked in the back of my sagging 
pants and proceeded to beat him viciously with it. It was so 
visceral, dreamlike in many ways. It was fall in Chicago, and as 
if out-of-character, I watched the autumn leaves splatter with 
his blood.

In the gang we had values. As a man, I have values. I knew 
that if I didn’t set the tone for how I wanted to be perceived 
and what I would tolerate from others—I would forever be per-
ceived as a target or as weak. This guy threatened my brothers 
and family, so it had to be addressed. I didn’t kill him, but he 
left that day with a black and blue face covered in red and a 
broken jaw.

I used to take pride in being tough. I took pride in the fights. 
I took pride every time I wielded a gun in my hand and pulled 
the trigger (despite it being wrong). 

Today, I have transferred that raw pride into an ethical pride 
working in real estate and being a provider of opportunities. 
The Naval Academy sharpened my values as a man and as a 
leader. In multifamily real estate, I’ve set the tone and made 
it clear how I want to be perceived as a businessman. I want 
to be known as a man of integrity, who invests intuitively in 
apartment complexes, and who adds value to others without 
expecting anything back in return.

“Even before I knew what I was doing, I 
was applying the power of affirmation into 
manifestation, even if it was in the name of 
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a quarrel, machismo, and ultimate street 
credibility.”

I joined a gang in the first place because my biological fa-
ther was not in my life.

I was just twelve years old. One of the tasks of my initiation 
involved a drive-by shooting.All boys seek male role models in 
some form or another, and on top of that, I also really wanted 
the bullying to stop. I wanted to be seen as something more 
than just some kid. I needed that toughness and bravado to 
protect me from random attacks from predators, even if they 
were just ten, eleven, or twelve-year-old’s like me.

There was this kid that used to bully me in middle school all 
the time. He was one of the biggest guys in our school. Most 
of the kids were skinny, but this guy was solid and stocky in 
frame. Back then cornrows were popular. This bully had his hair 
braided in short cornrows, and he had two older, bigger, scar-
ier brothers who were in gangs. We all automatically feared 
them and “the bullet,” which literally meant an actual bullet to 
the chest or the head.

This bully was relentless, always kicking me down, throw-
ing stuff at me, knocking things out my hand, and just pushing 
me around in general. I was never a coward though. I never 
let anyone just punk me, but I think he got away with it more 
because of the gang I knew he was affiliated with. It was either 
day or night, and if you messed with them, you could bet your 
life they’d be gunning for you.

And yet at some point in life, even amidst the horrors—
you just get tired, and for me—I’d had enough. So, on this one 
particular day, I finally stood my ground—no matter the cost. 
I’d rather stand my ground and be known for something, even 
if that meant losing my life—than to be a coward and hide my 
light just to maintain the so-called “peace.” I jumped into invest-
ing in multifamily real estate as an adult, for example, because 
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I got tired of my mother worrying about money, and I wanted 
to change the negative financial narrative that had plagued my 
family for generations.

I was walking on the sidewalk around the school when this 
bully walked up on me and pushed me. I stood my ground, 
which was even more amazing because he had his two big 
brothers with him. I remember how tall and muscular they 
were. I felt like this gave the bully even more motivation to pick 
on me, showing off his intimidating brothers.

I didn’t want to swing at him because I knew the brothers 
would jump in. Instead, I just kept pushing him back, showing 
him without words that “I’m not afraid of you.” Then all of a sud-
den, he pulled a gun on me. It was a revolver. 

He aimed and placed the nose of the firearm directly in the 
center of my face. 

That was the first time I’d ever had a gun pulled on me. 
I could feel the coldness of the barrel, and when it touched 
my skin, it seemed like it had a mind of its own. My thoughts 
were instantly seized, and in that split moment, I remember 
thinking about my mother and my brothers and feeling afraid. I 
reflected on the meaning and purpose of life itself. But I didn’t 
regret what I’d done. It’s weird to have your life flash before 
your eyes at such a young age. Looking back now, it shifted my 
perception of life and time, and was definitely my last breath 
of innocence. 

With the gun pointed at me, the bully said, “What you 
thought this was? You ain’t gonna push me around in front of 
my brothers. I’ll smoke you.”

Just as the words left his lips, one of his brothers put his 
hand on his shoulder and said, “Yo, let’s go. This ain’t working. 
There are too many people around. They’re gonna know it was 
you if you shoot this kid.”
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They left, and the blood returned to my face. I’d survived 
another day. I hadn’t backed down, and even though it had 
nearly cost me my life—I knew I had mentally charted a course 
that would eventually propel me into an entirely different world. 
My life had flashed before me.  When you taste death and look 
the grim reaper in the eye multiple times—your perspective on 
life changes drastically. You get this weird, freeing sensation, 
knowing that you cannot be stopped—and you accept all the 
risks and adversities that life brings with a smile. To survive 
Chicago, you gotta have heart.

I experience this same whole-hearted passion when I speak 
to others about why I love real estate and how it has allowed 
me to make a purposeful impact. My experiences on the South 
Side of Chicago are my foundation, my roots, a guidebook for 
my appreciation of life, and reminders of the importance of giv-
ing back and adding value to and for others.I don’t regret the 
things I’ve endured because of the lessons I have learned. 
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PART II

THE JOURNEY:  
My First  

Multifamily Deal
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1. 
CONNECTING THE DOTS

If you don’t go after what you want, you’ll never 
have it. If you don’t ask, the answer is always no. 
If you don’t step forward, you are always in the 

same place.” 
– Nora Roberts

My real estate journey first started in San Diego during
COVID. Civil unrest and protests were jarring every major 

city in the US. It was a surreal feeling. In the Navy, we’d left the 
country in peace and returned to turmoil. Toilet paper was out. 
Stores were being looted. Cities were being burned in anger 
from the Black Lives Matter movement. And to top it all off, my 
grandmother had just passed away while I was out to sea on 
deployment.

Losing her was a hard blow for me. I was primarily raised 
by my mother and grandmother, so we were extremely close. 
I resented the Navy and my Commanding Officer for not let-
ting me go home to see her while she was on her deathbed. 
I wasn’t even allowed leave to attend the funeral. My Com-
manding Officer refused, even though a Red Cross message 
had come to the ship—all this because he was a racist. He was 
under five separate investigations for racism and his conduct 
as a leader. One day he said I could go, but the next he was 
assigning me random tasks to complete, holding them over my 
head as the reason why he couldn’t let me. I completed them 
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all as quickly as possible, but even after all that he still came 
back and said “No.”

I want to point out here that being denied the right to go 
home and say goodbye to my grandmother was where I real-
ly felt the sharpness, the blade, of having my basic freedoms 
revoked for no reason other than one man’s power trip. I was 
used to making sacrifices in the military, and I was okay with 
that. But being at his unfair mercy cut me in a different way. It 
unlocked something inside me: a PAIN, a ferociousness, a re-
lease of the caged human spirit. From there on out, I vowed to 
myself that I would NEVER be controlled by a man or an orga-
nization ever again in the future. I was going to live as a man of 
virtue and attain true freedom some other way. And that meant 
attaining financial success on my own. I just didn’t know how 
that was going to happen—yet.

This was the main turning point for me.

When I returned to San Diego (where the military had me 
stationed), I set out to sell the condo I owned in the Otay Ranch 
submarket. I wanted to use the proceeds to buy a dream home 
for my family. My goal was to buy a three or four-bedroom 
home, a place that my mom, stepdad, and brothers could stay 
while visiting, that had plenty of space. I was still thinking like 
that kid from Chicago though. I was still thinking small and, un-
consciously, derogatorily about myself and my potential. I had 
yet to meet my higher self or the possibilities of my potential. 
I had amassed some success, but wasn’t preparing myself to 
achieve any type of financial wealth long term.

I put in offers on about six or seven different homes, but 
I lost every single bid. The housing market had always been 
hot in San Diego, but it was even fiercer with the low interest 
rates due to COVID. I was starting to get frustrated with all the 
driving around, losing offer after offer.

The final house my agent and I looked at was in the East 
Lake area of San Diego, which was somewhat suburban. It was 
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a very nice, peaceful neighborhood with a lot of families in it. 
I pulled up in my black Challenger Hellcat, getting ready to 
exit when I got a call from a guy named Ben Rudolph. Ben 
was a Naval Academy graduate, a real estate investor, and had 
started a real estate company. I was referred to him through a 
broker named Mickey Christianson, who’d also started a real 
estate company. My agent had worked under/for Mickey for a 
while.

After we exchanged introductions, Ben asked about my 
background, “Where are you from? What year did you grad-
uate from the Naval Academy? What’s your job in the Navy?”

I told him my plan to buy a three-bedroom home in San 
Diego, and that I was selling my current condo. I mentioned 
to him that I was a Supply Corps Officer, and that I had just re-
turned home after being out to sea for several months.

Ben stopped me excitedly and asked if I knew who Keegan 
Wetzel was.

I said, “Yeah, I do.”

Funny thing, Keegan and I had history. When I first grad-
uated from the Naval Academy, I was selected to serve my 
five-year commitment as a Nuclear Submarine Officer. Keegan 
was from Chicago as well. When I later submitted a package 
to lateral transfer from being a Submarine Officer to a Sup-
ply Corps Officer, Keegan wrote me a recommendation. At the 
time, Keegan was an active-duty Supply Corps Officer for one 
of the SEAL team units. We had only spoken on the phone but 
had really bonded due to our common Chicago connection. 
Keegan and I had kept in contact off and on ever since, but it 
never registered to me or clicked that Keegan was living in San 
Diego.

Ben said that before I moved forward with buying another 
house in San Diego I should talk to Keegan. “Keegan is doing 
big things with real estate,” Ben said.
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The next day, I sent Keegan a message on LinkedIn and via 
email. I wrote, “Hey bro, I talked to Ben Rudolph. He said that 
you’re in San Diego right now, and that you’re doing big things 
in real estate. Let’s finally meet in person and connect.”

I had no idea what to expect, but Keegan reached back out 
with, “Great hearing from you, Dre! Sure thing, man. Let’s get 
coffee at the Starbucks in Bay Park.”

“Everything happens for a reason, and all of 
the dots connect to form a picture. One by one, 

synchronistic events led me to the next stop, 
the next person, and the next place on my life 

journey.”

Meeting with Keegan, while sitting at a circular black cof-
fee table outside of Starbucks, we hit it off. He narrated his 
story of growing up in Chicago, about his parents, and playing 
football. He told me about how being a Supply Corps Officer 
in the Navy was good for him, and what he’d learned from the 
opportunity. Like me, though, he ultimately felt that there was 
a ceiling over his head, and that he really couldn’t branch out 
and grow or be the man of God he felt he was meant to be.We 
both felt we had a higher calling—something much bigger than 
ourselves that we needed to do.

Even as a Naval Officer, as a leader of our finest men and 
woman in uniform, I too felt that the military was placing a cap 
on my potential. I felt that the Navy was halting my ability to 
break free—and to be who and what I felt God was calling me 
to be. After hearing Keegan tell his story, I told him mine, in-
cluding the intimate details of my gang background and how 
the South Side of Chicago had impacted me as a man. I talked 
about how my mom and grandmother were my “WHY,” and the 
constant force that drove every-single-thing I did.

We bonded further, and then started to talk shop. I told him 
about the condo I’d had in Chula Vista, how I’d sold it during 
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COVID, and that I was looking to purchase a dream home for 
my family. I gave him the history of my actions, putting down 
offers on homes and losing every one of them. The last home 
I’d tried for was the one I’d been at when I received the call 
from Ben. I’d put in an offer $30k over the asking price, think-
ing that I would finally get a “yes.” Come to find out, that even 
with $30k over asking, I had submitted the lowest offer.

Everything happens for a reason, and all of the dots con-
nect to form a picture. One by one, synchronistic events led 
me to the next stop, the next person, and the next place on 
my life journey. Today, I know that offer was supposed to be 
rejected. Because if it hadn’t been, I wouldn’t have become an 
apartment investor. 

Keegan dug deeper and asked me further questions about 
my goals and what I looked to accomplish in the future. I told 
him about a memoir I’d written, and how I hoped the book 
would open doors for me—and bring financial opportunities 
for my family. As I spoke, I began to really feel the weight of 
the frustration I’d been carrying for a long, long time. I badly 
wanted to break the financial curse over my family. I wanted to 
be in an economic position where I could just cut a check to 
my mom and move her out of Chicago.

It was at this precise moment that Keegan made a state-
ment that would forever change the trajectory of my life: “You 
should buy a multifamily property.”
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2. 
SYNCHRONISTIC SPARKS

It was as if I’d just seen an alien or a ghost because my face
hardened, and I looked at Keegan with a crazy expression on 

my face. “What the hell is a multifamily?” I asked.

Keegan proceeded to tell me that a multifamily property 
is basically another word for an apartment building, and that 
they can be classified as small or large. He kept on going, 
tell-ing me more about how it’s defined and what the benefits 
of it are as an investment. But I still had a hard time 
understanding what he meant precisely by multifamily 
property. It just wasn’t clicking for some reason. I’m a visual 
learner, and luckily for me—just like that—the next 
synchronistic spark ignited.

Keegan could see that I was struggling, so he 
mentioned that he owned a triplex multifamily property 
within Bay Park right down the street. Again, I felt like God 
was at play (being all-knowing), especially the bit about me 
being a visual person. Like breadcrumbs on a path, God 
proceeded to use Keegan for me to physically (and fully) 
grasp the concept that would transform my life forever.

Keegan and I hopped into my Hellcat and drove down 
the street. We parked in front of a white-paneled property, 
which had units stacked one on top of the other. When we 
pulled up, I started laughing to myself. I had been on this 
street once be-fore. When COVID broke out and I returned 
from deployment, most of the gyms in San Diego were 
closed. However, there was an outdoor gym owned by a 
veteran named David that was still open. 
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The first day I went to the gym, I parked on that same street 
right in front of Keegan’s property. 

There was a gorgeous duplex right next door to it. I remem-
ber marveling at how nice the property was. Come to find out 
that a Naval Academy graduate owned the duplex property. 
Talk about a small world! It was becoming clearer and clearer 
to me that it was my destiny to be in front of Keegan’s property 
once again.

Psychology Today defines synchronicity as “a phenome-
non in which people interpret two separate—and seemingly 
unrelated—experiences as being meaningfully intertwined, 
even though there is no evidence that one led to the other or 
that the two events are linked in any other causal way.” How 
anyone could have ignored the signs I was receiving would 
have been a travesty. I was zinging, and I knew that destiny 
was calling to me.

Keegan lived on the very top floor of the three-unit prop-
erty. When we entered his place, we walked straight into the 
room he had converted into an office space. The apartment 
was a 3 bed+2 bath unit. Keegan sat down at his computer 
and opened the REDFIN and HOMESNAP real estate websites. 
He then proceeded to show me how to effectively navigate 
the sites by implementing the filter options, and then how to 
search for two- to four-unit multifamily properties on the Mul-
tiple Listing Service (MLS). I remember how I felt as Keegan 
scrolled up and down the website pages, and the overwhelm-
ing sensation of awe I had at how each of the properties on 
the screen were listed at $1 million dollars or more. My mind 
was blown. I thought to myself, How in the hell am I going to be 
able to afford a property like this? I don’t have a million dollars 
in the bank.

Next, Keegan began to explain to me that the rental in-
come you receive from each of the units can be used to help 
you qualify for the loan. He even showed me an example of 
a four-unit property within the Mission Hills submarket of San 
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Diego, which he had considered purchasing before he ended 
up buying the triplex in Bay Park. We used that property as an 
example to underwrite (or analyze). Keegan had created a very 
basic Excel spreadsheet he’d been using to plug in the num-
bers to underwrite every property. Finally, we used a mortgage 
loan calculator app on our iPhones to estimate what the total 
debt service would be.

I left Keegan’s place that day with a new mentality about 
money and real estate. I realized that I had been thinking small. 
Growing up, money was always a concern in our household, 
and I thought that the best way to build wealth was to invest in 
stocks and max out my retirement account.

From this point forward, I did things differently. 

In the same way I went all in and left gang life behind me 
when I was presented with the opportunity to attend the Naval 
Academy—I went all in when Keegan presented me with the 
opportunity to achieve financial freedom through multifamily 
real estate.

From there on out, it was off to the races. I was 100% com-
mitted to buying a multifamily property, whatever it took. I 
couldn’t stop absorbing information. I was obsessed. I was like 
a real estate machine, a sponge pulling in information and stor-
ing it all like the motherboard of a robot. 

“All of us, whether or not we are warriors, have 
a cubic centimeter of chance that pops out in 

front of our eyes from time to time. The difference 
between an average man and a warrior is 

that the warrior is aware of this, and one of his 
tasks is to be alert, deliberately waiting, so that 
when his cubic centimeter pops out he has the 
necessary speed, the prowess, to pick it up.” 

– Carlos Castaneda
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To operate at maximum efficiency, I created rules for my-
self that had to be followed no matter what. The first was that 
when I was in my car, the only thing I would listen to was real 
estate podcasts—no more music. I listened to podcasts when 
I worked out. I listened to podcasts in the shower. I listened to 
podcasts around the house when I was eating, getting dressed, 
or cleaning. And I bought every single book I could on invest-
ing in apartments and read them thoroughly. I read them multi-
ple times and marked the pages with notes and colored high-
lighters. On top of this, every single day I analyzed multiple 
multifamily properties within San Diego. I analyzed anything 
new that came on the market. I slept, ate, and breathed in the 
industry.

Keegan later reflected on the day we met in person, noting 
how quiet I was while he showed me everything in his office. 
He thought he had scared me away since I wasn’t indicating 
comprehension or responses through social or verbal cues. I 
told him in response that the whole day was overwhelming. 
But I was quiet because I was taking in everything wholly, pro-
cessing it and tucking it away in files in my mind. From child to 
gang member, from student to Navy officer, and then to aspir-
ing real estate investor—I’d never really observed my unique 
skill set. The instinctual strength I’d learned from those experi-
ences, mixed with a quiet, observant, high-reaching nature—I 
started to realize my God-given potential.

(To learn more closed-door insights about the conversation 
between Keegan and I, and using passion to become a suc-
cessful multifamily investor, check out Episode 06 of the Multi-
family By the Slice Podcast.)

Fast forward from that destined day with Keegan. I absorbed 
all the information I learned like a superhero discovering his 
superpowers—and I made it all my own. By analyzing proper-
ties every day, I came to know the neighborhoods of San Di-
ego well, and I became familiar with the landscape of the mar-
ket, as well as where and how to find good deals. After a while 
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I learned to build Keegan’s basic spreadsheet into something 
more advanced and efficient. I’d plug in the numbers, and in 
return Excel would spit out everything I needed right away, in-
cluding property insurance and total debt service payments. I 
was cruising joyfully through my knowledge journey, and I was 
getting ready to put the information into practice.

After analyzing properties for about two to three months, 
I ended up putting an offer on that same four-unit investment 
property in Mission Hills Keegan had showed me as an exam-
ple on his computer. It was listed for $1.4 million. Each unit was 
a 1 bed x 1 bath mix. The property was located on a hill and had 
beautiful views of the city of San Diego. I received a counter-
offer from the seller a week or two after I submitted my offer. 
Instead of being excited and moving forward to lock the prop-
erty down under a contract—I waited. I took a tour of the prop-
erty and thoroughly analyzed the numbers—but I didn’t see a 
lot of upside potential. The property needed a good amount of 
work, which wasn’t a bad thing. 

“Do you ever just get that feeling, that  
God gives you—a gut feeling—that it just 

isn’t the right time?”

At the end of the day, with each unit being a 1 x 1 unit mix, 
the units wouldn’t have brought in enough income for me to 
make decent money down the road—even if I really upgraded 
the interiors. I could have accepted the offer and gone into es-
crow, but—do you ever get that feeling that God gives you—a 
gut feeling—that it just isn’t the right time? For some reason, 
God told me it wasn’t the time. So, I held off from submitting a 
counteroffer. I didn’t even respond back to the seller. I decided 
to continue following the divine breadcrumbs that were being 
laid out for me, and to move on to new properties that came 
up online.
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3. 
PARACHUTE

I went back to the drawing board, analyzing and assessing 
multi-unit properties every day. Over the course of two or 

three weeks, I started to notice a pattern among many of the 
multifamily properties located within the city: most of the unit 
mixes were always different. For example, for a triplex, one unit 
might be a 2 bed x 1 bath while the others were 1 bed x 1 bath. 
Or consider a neighborhood called North Park, where there 
might be a 3 bed x 2 bath main house, and a separate struc-
ture with a 2 bed x 2 bath unit and a 1 bed x 1 bath in the back. 
The unit mixes were scattered, and in many cases, this hurt the 
underwriting of the deal because even in a great, expensive 
rental market like San Diego—you can only rent a 1 bed x 1 bath 
unit for so much.

To be an expert in any market, you must analyze hundreds 
of deals consistently. Over time, neighborhood patterns and 
inconsistencies will jump out at you. And that’s what you focus 
on and leverage to have an advantage and find a deal.

I saw a lot of great properties, but nothing seemed to work 
or check out with the numbers. The goal was to find a property 
that at bare minimum “broke even.” This meant the rental in-
come would be enough to cover all expenses. If I could do that, 
then I knew I could find a decent deal because rental income 
would always increase over time. If I could do that, the great 
appreciation from the SoCal market would build me long-term 
wealth.
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Around this same time, I ended up firing my agent. I’d been 
using the same agent I’d had since trying to purchase a sin-
gle-family home, which was a mistake. When buying a multi-
family property, I quickly learned that you need to work with 
an agent that specializes in working with real estate investors. 
This is important.A real estate agent helps you buy a property, 
yes, but there’s a difference between having a realtor who just 
helps you buy a dream home and an agent who specializes 
in analyzing a property for profit/investment. They dig deeper 
into the location, what the rents are in the area, what the up-
side in appreciation will be, and ways to add to the property to 
increase its value.

It became very clear very fast that the agent I’d been work-
ing with didn’t know what he was talking about most of the 
time, and he didn’t know how to analyze a multifamily prop-
erty appropriately. Even more importantly, I was the one who 
was finding the properties to send to him to let him know what 
I wanted to tour. Not once did he send me something that I 
hadn’t already run the numbers on or had physically driven 
past myself. 

So, I called Mickey Christianson, the Naval Academy grad 
and broker, and I told him that I no longer wanted to work with 
his agent and that he was fired. Mickey apologized for the in-
convenience and promised me that he would represent me 
moving forward in buying multifamily properties. This shift—
moving from having an inadequate person on my team to hav-
ing a person on my team who understood the multifamily land-
scape and had the right connections—changed the way I was 
able to fight on the battlefield. 

Lesson learned. 

Know who you’re working with and whether they’re pulling 
their weight. Take the time to cultivate meaningful relationships 
with the people you do business with. Learn their strengths 
and weaknesses. Learn what inspires them. And learn what 
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their moral compass is and what integrity means to them. Hav-
ing the right team members is critical for success in business. 

“The mindset: jump out of the plane and build a 
parachute on the way down.”

I continued to fail at finding any good deals. After two to 
three more weeks of analyzing properties, on another random, 
destined day, something in my spirit spoke to me and said, 
“Remove the limit on the purchase price filter.” I was capping 
my purchase price at $1.4 to $1.5 million because that was what 
my loan officer had pre-qualified me for.

I removed the filter and went in with the mentality that if 
I found something that was above $1.4 million, and it was a 
good deal, then I’d figure out a way to make it work no matter 
what. I’d tap into that Chicago grit that courses through my 
veins. The mindset: jump out of the plane and build a para-
chute on the way down.

By removing a price limit on the multifamily properties, a 
lot more properties became available for me to analyze. It’s 
amazing what you can accomplish and the doors that open for 
you in life when you stop placing mental barriers on yourself. 
For the next few weeks, I continued to assess more listings. 
Eventually, one property in particular caught my attention: 
another four-unitin Mission Hills. Technically, it had five units: 
a 2-bedroom house in the front and in the back, there were 
three recently built 1 bed x 1 bath units. A garage converted 
into a studio gave the property a fifth unit. For me that was the 
bang for the buck. In addition, the property fell under a piece 
of legislation in San Diego called “The Mills Act,” which meant 
the front house was considered historic and thus the property 
tax received a big discount. I couldn’t help but feel excited. 
This property had many unique aspects that stood out.

Ultimately, that’s what you want to look for when purchas-
ing any property: unique aspects (aside from the rental income 
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it generates) that you can leverage to make the property more 
profitable (or that can add value in the future). 

I also loved that the property was located in Mission Hills, 
just a block or two from all the bars there, one block from the 
main highway that leads into the very desirable neighborhood 
of Little Italy, and a few blocks walking distance into Hillcrest.

I called Mickey and told him about the property I had found, 
and I asked him if there was a way I could qualify for a $1.7 mil-
lion property loan. I straight up said, “What do I have to do to 
get this deal done and make this thing happen?”

This was the way I’d always thought about things, maybe 
without even knowing it or realizing it until then. I’d always 
maintained a NO FAILURE, DO-WHATEVER-IT-TAKES mentali-
ty, and all of my inner gusto was being put on the line in those 
roll-the-dice moments.

Mickey mentioned that he knew a guy who had done a lot 
of big deals in San Diego, and how he’d been known to take 
down some crazy loan packages in the past. Mickey connect-
ed me with this mysterious loan officer via phone. After a brief 
conversation, Tim, the loan officer, told me to send him my fi-
nancial file. After about a week, he pre-qualified me for $1.7 
million—just like that. Somehow, in some seemingly magical 
way (just like Mickey had said)—he made it happen. Without 
hesitation, I submitted an offer for the Mission Hills 5-unit prop-
erty.

The next day while underwriting other new properties on 
the market, I came across a $1.9 million four-unit property on a 
street called Hornblend in the Pacific Beach market. I became 
enthusiastic about this property because seldom do multifami-
ly properties come online for this location. Pacific Beach is one 
of the HOTTEST and most desirable places to live within the 
city. Everyone wants to go there. It’s one of the busiest beaches 
in San Diego, and a lot of young people, young professionals, 
and people in their 30s and 40s, go there just for the culture 
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and city vibes. There are tons of coffee shops, grocery stores, 
bars, and an incredibly lively nightlife packed with beautiful, 
interesting people. Aside from the progressive and flourishing 
community of Pacific Beach, there were many aspects about 
the property itself that also stood out to me.

For starters, each unit was a 2 bed+2 bath townhome with 
its own patio. Every unit was also “parcel-mapped,” as they 
call it, meaning that for an exit strategy I could either sell each 
individual townhome on its own, or I could sell the entire four-
plex. Having a large unit mix like that was rare for a beach com-
munity. What I also felt was great about the property was that 
each unit had two parking spots. Again, in a beach community, 
personal parking is grim.

There were two storage sheds in the back (which could 
be rented for additional income) and a huge front courtyard at 
the front of the property. The courtyard had artificial turf, which 
could easily be renovated to include a jacuzzi, palm trees, an 
outdoor fire pit and cabana, fridge, grill, and bar to really jazz 
the place up. I saw the upside potential for increasing rent with 
added luxuries or putting short-term rentals into place. Each 
unit was rented for $2900 a month. When I ran the numbers, 
the property cash flowed! I got so excited I called Mickey and 
asked him to meet me in Pacific Beach to walk the property.

“I said to myself, ‘This is my property, 
and it will be mine.’”

The moment we pulled up to the property and walked 
around it, I said to myself, “This is my property, and it will be 
mine.” I just knew it. Mickey and I called Tim and asked him if 
he could stretch again, work his magic, and get us qualified for 
$1.9 million. And just like the last pre-qualification—Tim was 
able to get me pre-approved for $1.9 million. Without hesita-
tion, I submitted another offer. I knew the property was special 
and that it was a superb deal. 
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4. 
INERTIA 

At this point, I had two offers in motion. Weeks went by,
though, and I didn’t hear anything. I started to get con-

cerned. I remember being in the office on base in uniform when 
I called Mickey and said, “Hey, what happened to our two of-
fers? Why haven’t we heard anything back or even received a 
counteroffer from the sellers?” This was weird, especially be-
cause I was under the impression that we were the only peo-
ple who’d put in offers and they were at “asking price.”

Mickey said, “Let me find out and give you a call back.” Thir-
ty minutes later, Mickey rings and tells me, “The Pacific Beach 
property received a counteroffer. For the Mission Hills proper-
ty, someone put an all-cash offer on it.”

I accepted. I put down twenty grand for an earnest mon-
ey deposit and the seller credited me fifteen grand in closing 
costs. It was September.

The day I opened escrow, I printed out a colored picture 
of the four-unit property, and I taped it to the wall next to my 
computer. I then took a colored Sharpie marker and wrote the 
words “This is my property” on it. I needed to constantly visu-
alize my goal and manifest it. Even if I had doubt or didn’t fully 
believe, I needed to “trick” my mind into believing, and that 
meant surrounding myself with it.

People don’t realize how powerful a vivid goal will help you 
rise above your challenges.
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YOU achieve what you THINK about.

When I entered escrow, everything appeared to be mov-
ing smoothly at first. The inspection report had minor repairs 
or maintenance concerns. The termite inspection came back 
clean. Additionally, all the lease agreements and rent rolls 
matched up with what the tenants were currently paying. 

I thought I was golden, but it wasn’t long before disaster 
struck. Tim became a ghost. I quickly realized how terrible of a 
communicator Tim was. I was constantly calling him and asking 
for updates on the loan. He’d been working with three different 
lenders at the start who’d said they’d fund the deal. However, 
there was a bit of difficulty in funding a $1.9 million Veteran 
Affairs’ loan. Typically, there’s a limit to the amount of the VA 
loan you can use. When Donald Trump was the president, he 
removed the cap.

In the eyes of the lenders, there had never been anyone 
who had successfully completed a $2M VA home purchase. 
As far as they were concerned, I was the first person to ever 
attempt one that big and be successful at it.

Despite what people think, it’s not entirely “Zero Money 
Down” when using a VA loan to buy a small apartment com-
plex. To qualify for the VA loan, and to use it to purchase a mul-
tifamily property—you need about three to six months’ worth 
of money reserves for whatever the mortgage payment would 
be. In addition, the earnest money deposit is about 1-2% of the 
purchase price. That’s quite a bit of money you need to have 
saved up.

When I finally reached Tim, he expressed the fears the lend-
ers had about the high purchase price. He then proceeded 
to ask me if I could have someone else on the loan. Through 
emotions of irritation and a slight sense of hopelessness, I shot 
back at him that, “No, I don’t have anyone else I can rely on 
that could be on the loan with me or who would be comfort-
able with doing so.”
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I already knew that most people, not only wouldn’t un-
derstand what a multifamily property was, but would also be 
scared and intimidated by a $2 million dollar purchase price 
and having their name on a loan that size.

Throughout the month of October, I started feeling the 
pressure of being in a time crunch. I’d already sold my condo 
in Otay Ranch in September, at which point I’d had to move 
out. I’d sold it to another veteran and his wife, and they were 
so nice and understanding of my situation (that I had not closed 
on my four-unit property yet), so they worked out a sweet deal 
with me. They allowed me to keep all my furniture and posses-
sions in their garage. I had all my stuff stacked and piled on the 
right side of the garage; they had all their stuff on the left.

The vet’s wife was pregnant, so I started to feel bad that 
they couldn’t fully move in after they’d bought the home. I was 
deeply appreciative of them and their kindness and empathy 
(they didn’t even charge me for it when they could have). With 
my stuff in the garage, I was pretty much living out of my car. 
One of my other officer buddies, Tyrise, who lived in Mission 
Valley, offered to let me crash at his place for a week or two 
until I closed on the four-unit in Pacific Beach. I gratefully ac-
cepted.

“The tests we face in life’s journey are not to 
reveal our weaknesses but to help us discover 

our inner strengths. We can only know how 
strong we are when we strive and thrive beyond 

the challenges we face.” 
– Kemi Sogunle

It was November at this point. I crashed on the couch, but 
it was so uncomfortable to sleep on (one of those really short, 
hard couches, and I’m a big, tall guy) that I opted to sleep on 
the floor some nights. It ended up being hard to sleep, and as 
a result, the anxiety about not sleeping contributed to more 
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missed zzz’s. This didn’t help the apprehension I was already 
feeling about Tim and the lenders. Not too long after Tyrise 
gave me the green light to stay with him, he received word 
from the Navy that he would unexpectedly be moving due to 
being stationed in Virginia. That gave me a week and a half be-
fore the moving company would come to pack up his furniture 
and move him out.

I had just started dating a woman in San Diego, and she 
knew about my living situation. One day she said, “Hey, you 
can stay here for a week or two if you’d like. It’s really no big 
deal.” What was supposed to be roughly a week or two ended 
up being a lot longer. In total, I ended up being in escrow until 
the end of December. I stayed with her while we were getting 
to know each other. Obviously, this was a bit of a strange situ-
ation. I was living with her, but I was still kind of living out of my 
car in a way too. I felt like crap because I’d never been in that 
type of situation before. I’d always been taught to take care of 
my priorities as a man, and to not have to rely on others too 
often or too heavily.

I remember one day in particular feeling very stuck. I was 
on the couch at this woman’s place while talking to Tim on the 
phone. He reiterated what he’d said to me while I was staying 
at Tyrise’s place. There were three to four lenders that were 
supposed to provide me with their approval to finally move for-
ward and lock in my interest rate for the $1.9 million property. 
Tim continued: telling me how lenders were still pulling out or 
pushing back, requesting that I get someone else to be on the 
loan.

Things were stagnant, and I was feeling the weight of being 
bogged down by inertia. Why weren’t things coming together? 
What was I missing? How could I realign with that invisible, 
divine, synchronistic energy that had brought things together 
for me before? Something needed to change, and that meant 
reaching out and taking more risks.
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I looked down at the tattoo on my left forearm, which reads: 
“At some point there is no excuse, either you’ll do everything it 
takes to make it happen, or you don’t.”

Over the next week or two, I started to think more creative-
ly about how to make the deal work. I decided to ask my broth-
er, Alex (who is also a Naval Academy graduate), if he would 
sign on the loan with me. The bank also wanted someone else 
on the loan because with a purchase price that big, they said 
it was risky for them since I had no real estate investment ex-
perience at all. I called Alex and explained my situation to him. 
He said he was down to support me if it would mean getting 
approved just by having his name on the loan. Alex sent me his 
information and financial documents, which I then forwarded 
to Tim.

Another week ticked by. I still hadn’t heard back from Tim. 
I’d been calling him without being able to get through. When 
he eventually did pick up, I casually asked him if he had any 
updates for me, even though I was screaming for news in my 
head. “Alex was disqualified by the lender because of some fi-
nancial troubles he’s had in the past,” Tim said. This news blew 
my mind. As my loan officer, Tim failed to call me back and 
provide any type of update. Or basically, to do his job. I was 
at a loss, especially that he’d neglected to tell me news that 
would directly impact whether my loan would move forward to 
be approved or not.

The way Tim kept me in the dark for a week really, really 
bothered me. I told him that the way he’d handled the situation 
was completely unacceptable. In response he said, “Hey, we 
still have two lenders left to count on.”
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5. 
I AM AN ACTIVE CREATOR 

OF MY REALITY

“Let me not pray to be sheltered from dangers, 
but to be fearless in facing them” 

– Anonymous

One week later, another lender backed out.

From there, I was desperately trying to figure out other 
ways to qualify. Eventually, we nailed down the final lender. It 
looked like they’d committed to moving forward with my loan 
package. To get creative to help boost the strength of my loan 
application, and to not take no for an answer, I did some re-
search and identified a top property management company 
within San Diego. I contacted them, and after speaking with 
and vetting them thoroughly, determined they would be a 
good fit. I then gave the name of the company to the lender 
to put down on the loan. This would help the lender view my 
loan application as less risky, instead of just having me down 
as managing the property myself because I had no multifamily 
real estate experience at the time.

At this point, it looked as though I had surpassed anoth-
er hurdle. The dark clouds of emotional turmoil seemed to be 
clearing out and things were moving forward. I started to re-
gain a steady momentum of hope. Another week or two went 
by. Mickey and I still hadn’t gotten any indication from Tim that 
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he’d ordered the appraisal. This became apparent because I 
was at work in the office on base when I received a random 
email and then a phone call from Mickey’s assistant. He in-
formed me that we had now reached a point in escrow in which 
I had to sign to remove all contingencies.

“If there was any great lesson in life it was this: 
No battle was ever won with silence.” 

– Shannon L. Alder

I was pissed.

I cursed out Mickey’s assistant, then got Mickey and Tim 
on the phone, and cursed them out too. I could feel my take-
no-crap-Chicago energy gushing out. I was so, so frustrated by 
such a severe lack of communication. Mostly because when-
ever they required anything from me in the escrow process, or 
they had documents for me to sign—these were things I would 
take care of right away. But when I asked them questions or for 
information or updates—it took an unnecessarily long amount 
of time before I received any response.

This deal was so big to me. It could forever change the leg-
acy and course of financial freedom for my family if I complet-
ed this deal. But it looked and felt like no one else was taking 
it as seriously. Come to find out, my “allies” didn’t believe the 
deal would actually go through.

I was the only one rooting for Team Dre.

At this point, I had a decision to make: either I sign to re-
move all contingencies (even though I didn’t have the apprais-
al back yet) or drop out of escrow. I took a leap of faith and 
decided to trust that the appraisal would come out fine—so I 
signed off to remove all the contingencies and continued mov-
ing forward in escrow.
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I said another positive affirmation to myself sitting in that 
office chair, “This appraisal will come back at or above the pur-
chase price.” Then I took out a sheet of paper and wrote it 
down. I needed to force myself to believe it. 

Every goal must be written and specific to be achieved.

I doubled down and shifted to a new approach to align ev-
eryone and their miscommunication. We did an “all hands-on-
deck” email that I had Mickey send out to Tim, myself, and 
the underwriter for the lender to get everyone on board about 
getting the appraisal done and the loan approved. It was now 
November, and we were approaching Thanksgiving.

The first few days leading up to Turkey Day and a few after 
the holiday, Mickey and I worked with the underwriter, sending 
him any additional documents he needed and to tie up any 
loose ends. Tim still hadn’t ordered the appraisal yet (because 
he secretly doubted I’d get approved). Finally, after Mickey had 
a stern conversation with Tim, we finally had the appraisal or-
dered. 

The appraisal came back $20k more than what the agreed 
upon purchase price was.

I manifested and spoke it into existence.

But don’t get too excited yet—the hits kept on coming.

I’d finally reached a point where I felt like we were about 
to approach the finish line, when out of nowhere I got a phone 
call from the underwriter. I was driving down the street when 
he said those words to me on the other end of the line. 

I had to pull over the car.

“Dre, we need you to come up with another $30k in re-
serves in order to give the lender the ‘warm and fuzzy’ that you 
won’t default on the loan.”
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Plus, it was COVID, so they wanted to be even more con-
servative. They saw me as a liability because this was my first 
investment property and because the purchase price was so 
large. Understandably, I was upset. I remember thinking, What 
the hell? You all told me that I was good to go, that I’d met 
all the qualifications, and that the loan was as good as mine. 
Now you’re telling me I have to come up with another 30k? Se-
riously? This was like a slap in the face because we were down 
to the last hour before we were supposed to close.

My mindset was: If I don’t do this deal—if I don’t—do—some-
thing, I’ll always be stuck in the same place. I have to do this, 
and I have to believe that I am an active creator of my reality.

Right after this B.S. occurred, I called my mom and vented 
to her my frustrations about the situation. I felt like my heart 
was in the right place. I felt like I’d done everything as best I 
could. I was just a kid from the South Side of Chicago trying to 
make something of my life, working as hard as I possibly could. 
The financial curse of my family had to come to an end, and I 
was going to end it. My mindset was: If I don’t do this deal—if I 
don’t—do—something, I’ll always be stuck in the same place. I 
have to do this, and I have to believe that I am an active creator 
of my reality.

I believed in the numbers. I believed in the location. I be-
lieved in myself. I called the underwriter and told him there was 
no way I could just pull $30k out of the air or ask anyone else 
to lend it to me. I told him that my family doesn’t come from 
money, so I couldn’t just randomly call and ask them to wire 
that kind of cash in a matter of days. I also said I felt like this 
had come out of left field, and that they’d told me that I had 
already met all the necessary qualifications. Honestly, it kind of 
felt like it was all a game for them. Still, he insisted the money 
be paid.

I proceeded to tell my mother what I was trying to do to 
make it all work. That’s when she uttered words I never thought 
I’d hear her say to me.
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“Andre, honey, do you think maybe this is all a sign, and 
that you should just call it quits?”

I ignored the question and kept talking about my motivation 
behind it all, and how it was something I believed in. This was 
a seriously earth-shattering conversation, though, because my 
mom has always been my “WHY” in life.

What do you do when the main source of your motivation 
doesn’t really believe you can pull off what is needed to thrive?

I’m sure she didn’t mean it in that way. She was being a 
mother, trying to have my back and protect me—but her words 
still made me take a step back and allowed the process of a 
new transformation, a new perspective into self-growth.

In that moment, I had to dig deeper and truly believe in 
myself. Maybe that’s why my mother had (unconsciously) said 
what she had to in order to 100% push me into my own. My 
inner world became even more convinced by my convictions. I 
would close this deal, and it would change my life forever—and 
what still kept me going—was that it would forever change my 
mother’s life too. Closing this deal would give me a $2-mil-
lion-dollar net worth, easily.
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6. 
THERE IS ALWAYS HOPE

I was at the gym working out when Mickey called. “Hey, Dre, 
I think we’ve hit the wall on this one, man. As your broker, I 

need to let you know that the seller’s agent has informed me 
that if we don’t close this deal—they are going to go after your 
$20k earnest money deposit. They are really frustrated that 
we have been extending escrow for so long.”

For the next forty minutes or so, instead of really talking 
about the situation—I focused on talking about how I still be-
lieved in the deal and in what I was doing. I’d seen things in my 
life, in situations that were life and death, both in the gang and 
in the military. What I’d seen most about life is that there are 
powers that live behind what we can see with our eyes. There 
are powers or energies that can either push you down or pull 
you up. Focusing on the higher, loving vibrations can take you 
from five to five hundred, while focusing purely on the logistics 
of a situation can only raise you, at most, to a hundred. Even 
with the potential of losing my $20k earnest money deposit—I 
still decided to trust in a higher power—and move forward.

After another week or two, Mickey talked to the lender and 
was able to negotiate with them to give me a break on the 
extra $30k in reserve requirements, especially since we had 
already been through so much in escrow already. It was such 
a sigh of relief to get the call. I was so happy, and at this point, 
all we were waiting for were the loan documents.

I had surpassed yet again another major hurdle. Or so I 
thought.
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Another week went by. Then out of nowhere the seller’s 
agent started to behave belligerently rude towards Mickey, 
Tim, and me. He was so upset about the closing process and 
dealing with my loan officer that the next thing I knew, I’d re-
ceived an email stating that if I did not pay the seller $5000 
to extend escrow another week, plus $500 a day every day 
after that, escrow would be closed. That $500 a day includ-
ed weekends by the way. Like a rollercoaster—my emotions 
swung again.

We couldn’t catch a break.

From September to December, my feelings, thoughts, and 
pocketbook had been pulled up and down and tossed around 
by an unpredictable tornado.

At this point, you would think I would have just thrown in 
the towel. My $20k was already on the line. Now, I was being 
hit with essentially an additional $5500+ in fees. I had anoth-
er long conversation with Mickey, after which I stuck with my 
guns and decided to move forward by paying the $5000 plus 
$500 every day after that.

I know, I know. From your perspective that may sound cra-
zy. But I looked at it like this: the amount of wealth I would 
acquire and build from this deal was worth that little $5k. Plus, 
I knew that to get started in real estate—I had to do this deal. I 
had to start “somewhere.” I had to do “something.” It is known 
as The Law of the First Deal: one deal would forever give me 
the momentum to move forward and build a portfolio of other 
properties. I needed this to garner professionalism, and to be 
seen as serious and legit in addition to the lessons I would 
learn.

I called my mother once again. I told her and my stepfather 
about the extra fines that were being placed on me, and they 
both said they felt like this was a final sign from God that I need-
ed to leave this deal alone. They believed I’d been through 
way too much in escrow at this point, and that ultimately—it 
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just wasn’t worth it. To them this $2 million dollar deal was an 
insane amount of money, and I should come back down from 
the dangers of dreaming of living in such monetary heights.

People are so quick to say that whenever they 
face adversity, it’s a sign from God—and that’s 

simply not true.

My mom had always raised my brothers and I to be respect-
ful, but for the first time ever in my life—I pushed back. I didn’t 
hold my tongue. They were wrong. I knew more about real 
estate than they did. And more importantly, I knew the San Di-
ego market; I’d been studying it relentlessly. I responded, “No. 
No. No. You can’t say that to me. You can’t apply the principle 
of ‘a sign from God’ as a failure to this situation when you’ve 
applied it victoriously to every other situation in the past. That’s 
not fair.”

People are so quick to say that whenever they face adver-
sity, it’s a sign from God—and that’s simply not true. Adversity 
and challenges in life do not mean that God is telling you to 
give up, quit, or walk away. When my brothers and I applied to 
West Point and the Naval Academy, we received multiple re-
jection letters. But my mom never accepted no for an answer. 
In fact, she always challenged them multiple times with her 
own handwritten letters, with conviction and passion. She AL-
WAYS fought hard. She ALWAYS fought back. So, how was this 
any different from how I had responded to my own tribulation?

I really dug deep, and I thought about Chicago. I thought 
about everything that I had been through as a gang member. 
That animal side: brawling on the streets; the shootings. This 
instinct-ruled reality is not something many people have expe-
rienced. But those who have—we have heightened physical 
and emotional senses. We smell trouble; we smell gullibility; 
we smell fear. Most who’ve come from this type of world use 
this edge to take advantage of people. I choose not to. But I 
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still had the bear’s sense of smell, the hawk’s sight, the bat’s 
sense of sound, and the dragonfly’s antennae. It was the Naval 
Academy that helped me develop and harness these things in 
a way that would do good for the world, for myself, and for my 
loved ones.

It was down to the wire, and for whatever reason, all of my 
life, all of my experiences, everything I was and everything I 
was meant to be—every single thing was coming down to this 
deal. Either I went for it and shot for the stars to be financially 
free—or—I didn’t. I had a legacy to live, though, and this deal 
was something I could pass down to my children that would 
set us all up for years and years. I wouldn’t even have to make 
another BIG move in life if I didn’t want to. Not only that, but 
the equity, tax benefits, and appreciation I would receive from 
the property would leverage me to buy other properties in the 
future.

My next move was clear. I kept pushing forward.

Two weeks passed while waiting for the final documents 
from the lender. We were approaching Christmas. I was in con-
stant communication with the title company. Any day now and 
I was supposed to receive a call from the notary to sign docu-
ments and close.

Then another barrier was placed in front of me.

I got word that there was an issue with the title. We had to 
wait another few days for the seller and his agent to get things 
figured out on their end. I used this misstep to my advantage. I 
had the seller and his agent remove the $5000 I had deposit-
ed to escrow plus the $500-a-day after that. I argued that they 
had focused so much on blaming me and my team when they 
had actually missed steps too. They agreed to waive the extra 
fees.

Finally, after a few more days, I received THE CALL.
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I signed the documents on my four-unit property in Pacific 
Beach on Christmas Eve. I WAS OFFICIALLY A MULTIFAMILY 
PROPERTY OWNER.

In my opinion, the fact that I closed on Christmas Eve was 
a sign from God. During escrow, I made a promise to him that 
if he let this deal workout for me and my family, I would never 
fail to take the opportunity to give him the glory and use real 
estate to help others.

So here I am.

“No. Don’t give up hope just yet. It’s the last thing 
to go. When you have lost hope, you have lost 
everything. And when you think all is lost, when 

all is dire and bleak, there is always hope.” 
– Jobie Hughes (“I Am Number Four”)
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7. 
WHEN VALUE 

BECOMES REALITY 

I shared my story to add value for others, as well as to show 
how success can be achieved by ordinary people like you 

and me—but you must be crystal clear about what it is you 
want.

A year or so later, once I stabilized the property and made 
improvements, my family came to visit me in San Diego. It was 
my first time seeing everyone together again since I started my 
business. I remember how my goal was to buy a dream home 
where everyone could have a place to stay and feel comfort-
able. 

While they were visiting, they stayed in one of my town-
home style units. What’s crazy is that the units are so big that 
I was able to provide a place for both my brothers (and one of 
my brothers’ dog), my mother, and my stepfather, comfortably. 
I provided a “retreat” for them. Looking back, I find it ironic that 
the name of the four-unit property on Hornblend is called, “The 
Retreat.” The words are literally printed on a monument sign 
displayed at the front of the apartment complex.

I provided a “retreat” for them from the negativities of living 
on the South Side of Chicago. A “retreat” from their old way of 
thinking and how they perceived real estate. A “retreat” from 
what they thought was possible and the power of believing in 
yourself. God still gave me what I wanted—but in a different 
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way. Instead of just giving me a house, he gave me a business 
and an investment that would open doors for me and my fam-
ily.

When my family first pulled up to the four-unit property and 
started walking around, I remember the look in their eyes. The 
burning pride. The excitement. Had I listened to my mother 
and stepfather and quit, we wouldn’t have had the opportunity 
to experience a moment like that. Words cannot express how 
grateful I felt to be able to “give” them something. To show 
them the power of real estate. I would have had to get an over-
priced hotel for them in San Diego if I hadn’t sacrificed and 
committed to my dreams. And more importantly, I wouldn’t 
have been able to open their eyes and inspire them. 

This was my first true “taste” of the power in using real es-
tate to create an impact on other people’s lives. I did it with my 
own family. 

The lessons I learned being in a gang and closing on the 
four-unit property gave me a more defined definition of what 
“true” financial freedom means to me. They include the follow-
ing: 

1. INFLUENCE & IMPACT: For starters, apartment real es-
tate gives me the financial platform to change my imme-
diate family’s perspective on money and real estate and
allows me to open more doors for them—that in their own
strength—they couldn’t do. Secondly, I could combine out-
reach with multifamily real estate. I could host outreach
events at properties. I could organize field trip tours to var-
ious properties. Making improvements to properties also
directly uplifts and brings good to a community. I could also
leverage real estate with motivational speaking to help in-
spire youth and others to “think bigger” about how to in-
vest their money smartly. I might not be able to change the
world, but my actions might “spark” and motivate the mind
of the person that was watching me. God gave me the volt-
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age and the opportunity to invest in multifamily real estate, 
so now I must use it to give back.

2. BUYING A SINGLE-FAMILY HOME IS NOT THE WAY: My
mindset has now shifted about how I view the single-family
home. I’m not saying I will never buy a single family, but if I
do, it better have an additional unit (ADU) that I can either
build or that is already present that I can rent to offset a
percentage of my mortgage or that would cover my mort-
gage entirely. Bare minimum, I would prefer a large duplex,
where I could live in the top unit and guests could live at
the bottom. You see, multifamily investing has made me
look critically at a property and how it can be used for in-
come. Of course, there are short-term rentals, but that is
a completely different niche within real estate. Even then,
you should NEVER buy a short-term rental property that if
you had to place a long-term tenant within it for a year or
longer, the rental income wouldn’t be able to cover your
entire mortgage payment.

3. USE YOUR SUPERPOWER TO ADD VALUE: If I no longer
have to worry about money, I now have the freedom to shift
my attention to using my gifts and talents to give back to
the world. Whether that be through art, education, the mili-
tary, nonprofit work, sports, etc.

If I could sum all this up and put it in an equation, it would
be this:

Value = education x passion x hustle

In retrospect, I’ve always been an ambitious, driven, 
risk-taker type of person. But closing on that two-million-dollar 
four-unit property truly taught me how to be fearless and how 
to believe in myself in a different capacity. It taught me that 
we must trust our intuition and our relationship to the good 
energy in life. It was hard at times. I realized that others didn’t 
trust in my vision, and that they simply couldn’t understand it. 
But those experiences were liberating. Because my inner, spir-
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itual world suddenly became the most trustworthy thing in the 
world. Self-doubt is no longer something I grapple with.

I had done it. I’d made it. My life was beginning, and I was 
on the road to successful longevity. Being at this point in life 
is eye-opening. Being in the present of where you’d always 
hoped to be makes you really think. I’ve been through Joseph 
Campbell’s Hero’s Journey. In fact, I’ve done it three times: my 
life in a gang, my life as a Naval Academy graduate and Offi-
cer, and my life as a real estate investor. With each journey, I 
departed from the ordinary world and crossed a threshold into 
a new adventure, each made up of its own percentage of light 
and darkness. I heard the call of adventure strongest when I 
joined the military, knowing I was heading into something that 
was going to genuinely help me become stronger and better. I 
met the mentor in Keegan, when synchronistic forces and sub-
lime wisdom set my mind on fire. I was tested by enemies, as 
well as allies, and through my challenges I was able to climb 
higher and obtain new growth.

“The journey of the hero is about the courage to 
seek the depths; the image of creative rebirth; 

the eternal cycle of change within us; the 
uncanny discovery that the seeker is the mystery 

which the seeker seeks to know. The hero 
journey is a symbol that binds, in the original 

sense of the word, two distant ideas, the spiritual 
quest of the ancients with the modern search 
for identity, always the one, shape-shifting yet 

marvelously constant story that we find.” 
– Joseph Campbell

There was always an ordeal and an epiphany that even-
tually came, a rebirth that pushed me forward. The great ad-
versary, self-doubt, was defeated time and time again by self-
love and fearlessness. The reward of trusting in God and the 
universe brought ultimate resurrection, whereby the shifting 
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from self-doubt to self-respect came to an end. And from there 
on out, my ordinary world no longer contained self-distrust. 
The journeys had changed me, and there was no going back. 
There is no going back now—but many, many new adventures 
lay ahead.
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8. 
APPLYING GANG LIFE 

TO REAL ESTATE

Being in a gang taught me a lot . . . the first 
advantage was that it taught me how to read 

people.

Being in a gang taught me a lot in terms of how to be success-
ful in real estate. The first advantage was that it taught me 

how to read people. When you’re a gang member, you’re con-
stantly aware of your surroundings, people’s body language, 
how people talk, how their hands move, how they dress, etc. 
Now working in a field in which I’m constantly interacting with 
so many investors, so many business-minded people—my 
ability to read them is immediate; it’s instinctual. Within a split 
second, I’ve assessed a person’s character, personality, and 
intentions, all just by the way they carry themselves.

This learned ability translates very well in business, be-
cause even in real estate, there are a lot of wolves with ulterior 
motives. Or shady people that you should stay away from and 
not get involved with financially. In real estate, you’re going 
to partner with people on a lot of different things. It could be 
any type of deal or partnership: it could be speakers, a record-
ing and/or podcast, a meetup, property managers, appraisers, 
lenders, interior designers, the list goes on—there are many 
different types of relationships you can find within the industry. 
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Whatever the partnership may be, the ability to assess some-
one’s character is a highly advantageous asset.

Being in a gang taught me how to 
“hustle with hunger.”

Everything moves fast in a gang world. Your adrenaline, your 
nervous system, even your hormones—they’re JACKED all the 
time. It’s fight or flight every day. It’s cortisol levels CRANKED 
to the max as every step you take on the South Side of Chi-
cago is a constant reminder of death waiting at every corner. 
Being in a gang taught me how to hustle with hunger—and I 
had to tap into that hustle, and I had to tap into that hunger—to 
eventually escape the gang.

I constantly remind myself of this today. It’s hard not to for-
get it, because I know what my life used to be like, and I val-
ue where I am today. But through constant reminders, I know 
what I must do to make it, and what I can teach others to do 
if they also want to get to where they want to be. You have to 
get up early. You have to stay up late. You have to constant-
ly “chase the worm” as they say: analyzing deals, looking at 
properties, communicating with investors, etc. So, the ability to 
constantly hustle and out-hustle everyone else has served me 
well. I always want to be the hardest worker in the room, and 
I’ve always sought excellence in some way or another.

People are amazed at my stamina and perseverance. I’m 
often asked how in the world I’m able to balance and manage 
being a Naval Officer while operating my own real estate busi-
ness. My time is even more crunched because I’m working not 
only a technical job, but I also have the responsibility of lead-
ing people and taking care of their livelihood as an Officer. I’m 
able to balance all of this because I hustle—I hustle HARD and 
FAST.

I get up at three or four in the morning, and I use my one-
hour lunch break to work my real estate business. When I get 
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off work, I go to the gym for an hour and a half. The rest of 
the night, plus my weekends—I’m working on my business. I’m 
making time. I have a drive that is raw and intense, and I thrive 
on it. I never make excuses. I enjoy the climb, and I have plen-
ty of energy to keep pursuing amazing heights. Whether it’s 
inhaling podcasts or hunting for new creative ways to absorb 
and gain knowledge about real estate—it’s a never-ending 
thirst, and the labor keeps me hydrated.

I’ve seen the other end of the tunnel and had multiple danc-
es with death. Being able to help my family and others achieve 
legacy wealth through real estate is a blessing.

The ability to articulate words in just the right way 
is essential for survival in any gang—because 
you have to be able to smartly navigate past, 
around, and through other people in order to 

avoid negative outcomes.

Being in a Chicago gang also taught me how to be smooth. 
I had to know how to talk into, talk out of, use straight talk, pep 
talk, talk big, and talk heart-to-heart. I had to soften edges, and 
effectively use language that simultaneously threatened ene-
mies and stood my ground while also not escalating a situation 
out of proportion. The ability to articulate words in just the right 
way is essential for survival in any gang—because you have to 
be able to smartly navigate past, around, and through other 
people in order to avoid negative outcomes. This innate ability 
probably saved my life because I knew a lot of people, who, 
due to their anger, big mouths, or pride—were killed. I have 
learned to be an expert at being calm and learning how to dif-
fuse situations.

In real estate, I can expertly speak and engage with people, 
and I know how to draw out people’s passionate points and 
motivations. This is critical for building relationships. Being a 
former gang member has also allowed me to become an ex-
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pert negotiator. I can eschew conflict while simultaneously ef-
fectively holding my ground. With kindness hinged on instinc-
tual power, I’m not perceived as a punk or as a pushover. My 
stance is founded on reason and authenticity.

My mind was triggered into thinking up, higher, 
over—OUT OF.

The gang life taught me how to see the big picture and 
think outside of the box. Because so many young people are 
killed due to gun violence, the main perception of survival was 
that “the odds are stacked against me,” or, “I hope I make it.” 
This conjured early existential questions. I took the approach 
of looking at my environment with questions such as: Why not 
me? Why not this? What if this? 

I have witnessed a lot of violent and terrible things on the 
streets. Because of those horrible situations and the things I 
endured, I had an opposite response to them. Perhaps it was 
an innate spirituality or intellectualism that helped me process 
realities differently. But somehow, those traumas triggered my 
brain to think differently. I guess you could say I responded to 
an animalistic environment philosophically.

My mind was triggered into thinking up, higher, over—OUT 
OF. I thought, what would life be like if it wasn’t this? Instead of 
being complacent and accepting the mindset that my life was 
what it was, and that I would most likely die young—I mentally 
transformed those ultimatums. I said NO, I will not accept this. 
Gang life forced me to ask deep life questions. It made me 
become a visionary, uplifted by opportunities, dreams, goals, 
and a transpersonal view of life. This ability to zoom out and 
see the big picture has only amplified my perceptions in the 
real estate industry.

Be different—and be proud of it.
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Being in a gang taught me to be different—and be proud 
of it. Gang member to Naval Academy graduate has definitely 
put me in a unicorn-type category. I’m not afraid to be differ-
ent or to stand out. My uniqueness is what made it possible to 
escape the gang and inspire other members in the gang to as 
well. That’s a powerful impact, and to this day I hold it in high 
regard. My story is unusual and diverse, and I suppose that’s 
my advantage. This is because as I continue to build my busi-
ness, I have no desire to be like or do it like anyone else. For 
example (and this is not a judgement against anyone when I 
say this), everyone usually uses the same structure when nam-
ing their business: it’s their last name followed by “capital” or 
something synonymous to this, like “Evans Capital” or “John-
son Investment Group.” Yes, this sound professional—but to 
me they sound incredibly boring and bland. There’s nothing in 
these names that is powerful, unless the individual is already 
well known. The way I see it, if everyone else has a name that 
has a capital and or investment group at the end of it, you’re 
not unique, and it’s hard to stand out among the masses.

For this reason, I made the name of my business “That’s 
My Property.” The logo itself is a sticky note with the Chicago 
skyline in the center and a thumbtack holding the sticky note 
in place. The sticky note itself is a symbol for writing down the 
goals you want in life as affirmations that lead to manifesta-
tion. The idea is that the name of the business itself, “That’s my 
Property,” is an ongoing, positive manifestation. Imagine go-
ing up to every property or potential deal and saying to your-
self, “that’s my property.” In this way, the name of my business 
works double: on the material realm, and the spiritual.

I wanted a name that brought light out of people and in-
spired them, and studies have shown that when you write 
something down (especially goals), you unlock a different part 
of your brain that allows you to process things differently. Your 
brain will naturally start to figure out ways to accomplish what-
ever the goal is. I started writing down my goals and what I 
wanted out of life like this when I was in the gang. I wrote down 
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affirmations such as, “I’m going to get out of Chicago.” Affirma-
tions are an extremely positive and powerful way of speaking 
intentions into existence. They make challenges easier and in-
spire us to be and do better.
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9. 
NAVAL ACADEMY 

STANDARDS IN REAL ESTATE

“FEAR = A GPS for where your soul 
most wants to go.” 

– Anonymous

Honor & Integrity: An advantage of being a Naval Academy
graduate is the acute awareness of and use of integrity. 

This is a rare quality in business and real estate, yet it’s the 
most valuable. At the Academy, we were taught to adhere to 
a high code of honor referred to as the “Honor Concept.” It 
states:

Midshipmen are persons of integrity.
They stand for that which is right.
They tell the truth,
And ensure that the truth is known.

Integrity is always more important than the deal in real es-
tate. Investors can be sure that because of my background as 
a Naval Officer and Naval Academy graduate, their capital in-
vestment is safe and will be treated with the highest standard.

One of the many responsibilities I had as a Supply Corps 
Officer was to direct and control the Naval & Marine Corps he-
licopters that landed on the back of U.S. Naval warships. It was 
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a high-stakes, stressful job. I always had to be on high alert 
for anything that looked out of place. I also had to look out for 
the safety of the aircraft and the pilot’s landing, as well as the 
sailors that were on the flight deck. Sometimes, I had to pay 
attention to all of this WHILE the warship rocked back and forth 
heavily out at sea!

One particular day, one of the helicopter pilots made a mis-
take that almost crashed the back end of the tail rotor on the 
deck, which would have killed all my sailors and potentially the 
pilots as well. I had to have a tough conversation with the pilot 
about the situation, along with my flight deck crew. Ultimately, 
those sailors and pilots trusted that I would look out for them 
and keep them safe in conditions that are known to be unsafe. 
Their parents and loved ones demanded that of me too. I was 
taught to take care of my people, and to place their needs 
above mine, which even extended to something as simple as 
eating last as a leader. That means that there may be days 
where I barely ate—but that’s what it means to be called to 
serve as a leader.

In this same vein, it is my duty to communicate the good 
and the bad to my investors about every aspect of a multifam-
ily deal.

Professional/Inclusive/Adaptable/Courageous: My train-
ing and education of adapting quickly under pressure, as well 
as inspiring a team to perform with excellence, all started in 
Annapolis. One of the most notable positions I had was being 
the Plebe Summer Regimental Commander. I was the highest 
ranked midshipman in charge of leading over 5,000 people. I 
was just twenty-one years old.

All in all, I have obtained the ability to manage teams ef-
fectively (which applies when working with business partners, 
contractors, or property management), and being detailed/sys-
tems-oriented. In the military, it’s constantly jammed down our 
throats to have systems/processes in place at all times. We 
are taught forward thinking and to consider what could poten-
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tially go wrong. If one thing falls through, we must be able to 
quickly adapt in order to respond appropriately to adversity. 
Being a Naval Officer and Naval Academy grad strengthened 
my resolve to stay calm under pressure. In real estate, things 
will go wrong—and the ability to anticipate possible outcomes 
and stay calm and still be adaptable during adversity is criti-
cal. These traits have led me to make clear business decisions 
when leading teams of people.

Selflessness: At the Naval Academy, we were taught to 
place the needs of the nation, the Navy, our peers/classmates, 
and our subordinates above our own personal recognition or 
reward. This translates to real estate first and foremost in the 
management of investors’ hard-earned money. My team and 
I will always be good stewards of our investors’ capital and 
place their needs before our own no matter what.
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PART III

OUR JOURNEY
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1. 
MULTIFAMILY REAL 
ESTATE EDUCATION

“Wealth is not about how much money you 
have in the bank account; wealth is all of those 

moments that we can’t get back.” 
– Sophia Bush

You have now seen my beginnings, my journey, and the
special skills I’ve learned along the way. Now we’re going 

to get into the meat and potatoes of those who wish to pur-
sue apartment investing. What is required is that you reset and 
raise your expectations of yourself and what you think of finan-
cial freedom. Right now, it’s my turn to teach. We’re going to 
go over a few things that will help you make the right decision 
for you. I look forward to collaborating with you in the future.

Are you ready to commit now? If you have made the de-
cision right now to move forward and would like to invest in 
multifamily real estate, then visit my website and book a call 
with me. If you haven’t done so already, I encourage you to 
check out the free goal planners attached to the back of this 
book. I hope they add tremendous value to you. Fill them out 
and send them to me, and let’s go through them together on 
our call.
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Let’s Get Real About Why We Are Investing In Real 
Estate In The First Place

Ask yourself: What is financial freedom to you? How do you feel 
and what do you envision when you think about real estate? 
What is life really about? What do you really want? Is it money 
you want, or is it what money can provide? Financial freedom 
is when all of life’s basic expenses are covered through pas-
sive cash flow. This is achieved when your money works for 
you and generates income even when you are sleeping, trav-
eling, or relaxing.

After speaking with and interviewing countless people, I 
have found that what most people really want is the freedom 
that real estate provides, without the desire to be involved ac-
tively in the day-to-day operations of it all. 

My job is to help you determine how much money you’ll 
need to invest in our multifamily property deals, so that the 
cash flow the property produces in return will cover your ex-
penses.

When I was a midshipman at the Naval Academy, there was 
a sweet little Christian lady who was a cook in the kitchen.Every 
time she saw me, she would give me a big hug and say some 
words of wisdom or motivation to me. The morning of the day I 
graduated from the Naval Academy, she said something to me 
that I’ll never forget:“Everyone has twenty-four hours. It’s what 
you use it for that matters. I’m so proud of you, Dre. You used 
your time to master all you could during your four years here, 
and you helped others at the same time.”

Thus, time is what matters in life. It’s the only thing in life we 
can’t buy or get more of. What most of you are really after is a 
“Return on Time (ROT).” Think about it.Why would we sacrifice 
the most useful and joyous years of our lives with parents, kids, 
growing up, learning, etc., just to work to exhaustion in order 
to have a large enough nest egg to live off of for retirement?
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Without the worries and stressors associated with money, 
there is a way we can spend our time with the people we love 
and care about. We can spend our time traveling, relaxing, en-
gaging in community outreach, pursuing our passions, and us-
ing our gifts and talents to help others. We can use this new 
time to focus on impact. Here’s how.

THE SHOWDOWN: The Stock Market VS. Multifamily

For decades, financial advisors and Wall Street have jammed 
down our throats that the stock market is the best way to invest 
for lucrative returns. Most financial advisors take on average 
an annual 1% assets under management fee for taking your 
capital and placing it in investments funds that are designed to 
track the stock market. However, once these advisors are paid 
their fee, your returns will be below the market at a loss.

As a kid growing up on the South Side of Chicago, I watched 
my parents invest in the stock market for years—and they still 
don’t have anything to show for it. They have not achieved any 
significant wealth.It’s for this reason I’ve sold my entire stock 
portfolio, and why I feel it is my duty and moral obligation to 
help people invest in recession-resistant, high-yielding assets 
like multifamily syndications.

The stock market is not the best way to achieve passive 
income. To add to this, on any given day, all your hard-earned 
income and years of portfolio growth can be erased due to 
how easily the stock market is affected by market volatility. The 
value of stocks can shift negatively from legislation, the actions 
and statements of corporate tycoons and politicians, or just 
mere rumors.

I don’t know about you, but I don’t want my money at the 
mercy of various random swings and unpredictable factors. 
There has to be a better way to invest for more reliable, stable, 
lucrative returns. We owe this to our family and loved ones 
counting on us.And the answer is here in this book.Simply put, 
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multifamily is just another word for apartments. Multifamily real 
estate is any property with two or more housing/dwelling units.

Historically, since the 1950s, people have received an aver-
age annual return of 7% from the stock market. In comparison, 
multifamily property investments have yielded 18% on average. 
Multifamily has also been known to be resilient in economic 
downturns and recessions, and they are the fastest to “bounce 
back” compared to any other investment class.

There are a few key reasons why multifamily real estate 
has been resilient as an investment class:

1. Multifamily is not influenced by stock prices, market indi-
ces, or consumer confidence within the economy.

2. Regardless of the income you make—food, water, and shel-
ter are the three most basic human needs. Having a place
to live is an unavoidable necessity. People will always need
a place to live, even during a recession. In addition, even
during a market downturn or financial hardship, people
tend to prioritize making their rent payments over paying
for other things like cars, credit cards, clothes, etc.

3. Demand is skyrocketing. Now, more than ever, people are
choosing to rent and live in apartments. Millennials and
baby boomers especially hate the idea of being tied down
to paying a mortgage payment. They love the flexibility of
being able to pick up and travel to various cities to work and
live. According to the National Multifamily Housing Council,
the US needs to build on average 328,000 apartments per
year in order to keep up with the demand in population
migration and immigration, and America has struggled to
meet this metric. In short—multifamily housing is in hot de-
mand and will continue to increase.

4. Inflation protection. On average, inflation rises at a Fed
rate of about 2%. Multifamily properties rise in value from
appreciation and the cash flow they produce increases on
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average at 3%.Thus, apartments are a great hedge against 
inflation. What’s even more crazy is that it is inflation itself 
that drives the increase in equity in the value of apartments 
and the ability of owners to increase rents. In a funny way, 
inflation is “bad” or “negative” for other investment classes, 
but “positive” for multifamily.

When you sell stocks, you are taxed 100% on the long- or 
short-term capital gains you received. In multifamily real estate, 
you pay little to no tax from profits. In syndications specifical-
ly, the money investors receive back from refinance or sale is 
considered “return of capital” and not capital gains. In addition, 
the IRS does not allow you to depreciate stock investments. 
In multifamily real estate, a major tax benefit is your ability to 
depreciate the property across 27.5 years and accelerate that 
depreciation through something called “cost-segregation.”

Why risk your hard-earned money in the stock market, 
which is basically legalized gambling?Why not invest in a high-
yield investment like apartment syndications instead?

So, What Is a Syndication?

Syndication is when a group of investors come together with 
their money in order to buy a large asset such as an apartment 
building, self-storage facility, mobile home park, or industrial 
space. A syndication allows sponsors (or partners) to purchase 
a large commercial property they typically would not be able to 
purchase by themselves. The investors receive a lucrative re-
turn on their money as well as amazing real estate tax benefits. 
I help people preserve or generate wealth by offering them 
opportunities to invest in multifamily syndications.

The holding period for an apartment syndication project is 
typically between three to seven years. During this time, the 
goal is to maximize the cash flow the property generates by 
raising rental rates. This is achieved by improving property 
management and increasing the value of the property through 
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interior and exterior upgrades. This concept of improving the 
property through renovations is called “Value Add.”

Syndications are private placement investments and are 
regulated by the Securities and Exchange commission through 
Regulation D: 506 (b) & 506 (c).In a way, investing in a syndi-
cation deal is like being a part of an exclusive club. One of the 
reasons that many people don’t even know about the power-
ful opportunities that syndications offer is because there is a 
limited amount of information available on the topic. It used to 
be that investing in syndications was a best kept secret only 
among the ultra-wealthy.In addition, the subject itself can seem 
complicated and intimidating for many. 

I’m here to change that in this book.

My goal is to ensure that you as an investor have a thor-
ough understanding of all the mechanics behind apartment 
syndications so you can determine if this investment opportu-
nity is a good fit for you and your family.

How Is Syndication Structured?

There are two main roles within a syndication: (1) The Limit-
ed Partners and (2) The General Partners.

� Limited Partners (LP) (aka “Passive Investors”): Those inter-
ested in investing “passively” in property syndications. This
means they contribute their money to purchase a selected
target property. They do not sign on the loan, cannot be
sued, and are not responsible for managing the day-to-day
performance and operation of the property (hence, the term
“limited”). In return, for contributing their capital, Limited
Partners receive equity (are part owners) in the apartment
complex, and they receive cash flow distributions from the
rental income without actually doing any work. This rental
income is also termed what some consider “mailbox mon-
ey.” Because Limited Partners have equity shares in the
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deal, when the property is sold, they receive a portion of 
the profits from the sale if it has appreciated in value.

� General Partners (GP) (aka “Active Investors”) are also re-
ferred to as Sponsors, Syndicators, or Operators. The GP(s) 
find the apartment building, analyze the deal, get it under 
contract, and manage the property’s business plan from 
start to finish to ensure it is successful. They also coordi-
nate and ensure the LP investors receive monthly or quar-
terly payment distributions on the money they invested. 
This requires a ton of time and effort, which is where I come 
in.

“YOU have the potential to greatly influence 
many people’s lives in a positive way. And if you 
don’t realize that potential, then you’re being a 
little selfish because you’re not giving to others 

and helping them reach their financial goals. 
Which, by the way, will help you reach yours too 

(and then some).” 
– Joe Fairless

How Do I Know If Want to Be a Limited Partner (LP)?

Investing in real estate is a great thing. There are numerous 
cash flow and tax benefits. However, many hard-working in-
dividuals believe they must do so actively, and that’s just not 
true. To determine if passive investing is the best approach for 
you, ask yourself the following questions:

1. Are you afraid of the stock market?

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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2. Are you tired of the low returns from other investment ve-
hicles?

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

3. Did you recently sell your home or a property, and are look-
ing to roll funds into another asset class for diversification?

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

4. Do you recognize the power of real estate, but you are
busy working a full-time job?

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

5. Are you busy traveling or want to spend more time with
your family and friends?

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

6. Do you want to receive the benefits of being part owner in
a large apartment complex, but don’t have the money, ex-
perience, or time to purchase one on your own and/or you
don’t want to incur the credit or liability risk?

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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7. Do you want to enjoy retirement or obtain another care-
free passive income stream?

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

8. Do you want to receive all the tax benefits of investing in
real estate without actively looking for, analyzing, and as-
sessing deals?

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

9. Do you want to invest in an opportunity with low risk?

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

10. Are you busy helping others through outreach and commu-
nity service?

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

11. Do you believe wealth is found in real assets and not paper
instruments?

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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12. Do you have a habit of buying and selling investments very
often, which results in high transaction costs?

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

13. Do you like the feeling of helping others, improving a com-
munity, and providing housing?

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

14. Do you like to feel in control of your life and the invest-
ments you place your money in?

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

15. Do you have an issue with big business politics and legis-
lation?

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

16. Do you fear or have concerns that the current returns you
are receiving from other investment vehicles will not be
enough to support you during retirement?

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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17. Do you need immediate cash flow to pay off any expenses?

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

18. Are you interested in the preservation of your capital?

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

19. Are you looking for a way to smartly defer capital gains?

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

20. Do you want to receive all the benefits active real estate
investors gain without putting in any of the same work?

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

If you answered “YES” to any of the above questions, then
investing passively would be the best option for you.Ultimate-
ly, if you desire to invest in real estate to earn extra cash flow 
and offset your taxes, then this is for you. If you’re interested in 
speaking with me further about the benefits of being a Limited 
Partner or would like to move forward and invest in apartment 
syndications with me and my team, then schedule a call with 
me on my website.

Of course, there are going to be investors who will strug-
gle with the idea of giving up control even if they agree that 
investing passively in syndications is a great opportunity. If you 
ultimately feel that you must be in control and are willing to 
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sacrifice your time to be engaged in the weeds of being an 
active real estate investor, then being a Limited Partner may 
not be the best fit for you.In my experience: this is a very small 
group of people.

Even if your goal is to someday become an active apart-
ment investor, investing passively as a limited partner within a 
few deals will help educate you about the apartment syndica-
tion process—something I like to call “Syndication Pre-School” 
or “Syndication on Training Wheels.” In addition, the deals you 
invest in can be added to your real estate resume as credibility. 
This is critical when speaking to brokers and lenders because 
you will have some experience to leverage if you did decide to 
go active and pursue your own deal. 

What Are The Benefits Of Investing As An LP?

1. The ability to invest passively and leverage the expertise of
the sponsors and property management team.

2. Diversification in your investments, from typical instruments
like stocks and bonds.

3. An opportunity to invest in large multifamily property deals
that normally would be out of reach, and a chance to invest
at a low barrier of entry.

4. Reduced risk by being able to invest in multifamily syndica-
tions across various markets with various risk profiles.

5. Predictable cash-flow distributions through rental income.

6. Lucrative real estate tax benefits and deductions.

7. Because a multifamily property is valued based on the
income it produces, we as operators can directly control
the increase in value of the property, thus multiplying your
money over the long term.

8. Legal protection of your money.
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9. Playing a part in improving the quality of properties and
communities for tenants and helping to transform neigh-
borhoods.

10. More free time to use your superpowers to create impact
in the world.

What Is The Typical Syndication Process For Investing 
in A Large Apartment Complex?

1. The GP(s) analyze a pre-identified market and develop sol-
id relationships with brokers.

2. The GP(s) underwrite and perform due diligence on mul-
tiple properties until they find one that generates enough
cash flow and appreciation to offer stable and high enough
yield returns to make LP investors happy.

3. The GP(s) submit an offer and place the property under
contract. Once the property is under contract, a Limited Li-
ability Company (LLC) is formed to hold/own the property.
The property is not held in the name of the GP(s). The LP(s)
are thus investing in the property LLC itself in the form of
shares. This ensures the appropriate legal protection.

4. The GP(s) take on the liabilities and manage the LLC with
the property.

5. Once the property is under contract, the GP(s) will reach
out to the LP investors (usually via email) to raise the nec-
essary capital to fund the deal.

6. After reviewing the investment summary and or attending
a webinar where the deal is discussed in further detail and
questions are answered, LP(s) notify the GP(s) they are in-
terested in investing. This is called a “soft reserve.” It ex-
presses your interest in investing in the deal and how much
you would like to invest. It is not a legally binding commit-
ment and does not guarantee you will have a spot in the
deal.
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7. *** Investing in a multifamily syndication is on a “first come,
first served” basis. Opportunities fill up fast and are in great
demand. If you are interested in investing in a deal, it is
highly recommended that you review the documents and
wire funds to secure your spot as soon as possible. ***

8. To successfully invest in the apartment deal and secure
your spot, the LP(s) must sign and fill out two documents:
The Private Placement Memorandum (PPM) & The Sub-
scription Agreement. The PPM & Subscription Agreements
are ALWAYS prepared by a licensed attorney.

9. Once the two documents are signed, investors wire their
investment funds into an LLC bank account set up just for
the property itself.

10. The General Partners will notify all the investors via phone
call and/or email once the deal has successfully closed.

11. Depending on the set schedule (weekly, monthly, or quar-
terly), investors should expect to receive updates on the
apartment complex from the GP(s) via email. Updates will
include general project timelines, renovation updates, in-
come and expenses, market trends, etc.

12. Cash flow distributions from the income the property pro-
duces will be distributed either monthly or quarterly (this
can vary depending on how the deal is structured) to in-
vestors.

13. Every year, investors will receive a K1 statement that details
the taxes and depreciation from the investment property.
You as the investor will give this to your CPA (real estate
specific for investors) who will then use the document num-
bers to reduce your taxable income.

14. The hold period for most apartment syndications is be-
tween 3 to 7 years. If there is a refinance during the initial
3- to 7-year hold, investors will receive the majority if not all
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of their initial capital back. Once you receive your money 
back after the refinance, you will still continue to receive 
the same regular preferred returns.

15. When the property is sold, investors will typically receive 
their initial capital back in addition to their share of the prof-
its from the equity split. Most deals fall under this category 
where investors will receive a big payday from the forced 
appreciation in the property after the hold period.

16. Yay! You just completed your first full cycle deal and are 
happy with the returns and the tax benefits. You are eager 
and ready to invest in the next multifamily syndication op-
portunity.

What Is A Private Placement Memorandum (PPM)?

1. A PPM is a large document, between 100 to 150 pages
long, that outlines a summary of the investment deal and
the associated risk factors. It is a legal document that is re-
quired by the Security & Exchange Commission (SEC) and
is prepared by an experienced securities attorney.

2. Whether it’s stocks, cryptocurrency, bonds, or real estate—
every investment has some potential risk—some more than
others. Multifamily Real Estate has proven to be one of the
safest bets that offers substantial income rewards. Even
with this, legally GP(s) are required by law to still list all of
the potential risk factors to investors.

3. One critical point: Many times, LP investors will want to
have their financial advisor or attorney review deals. Just
like a real estate agent and CPA, make sure your financial
advisor and/or attorney specializes in helping real estate
investors. They will know what to specifically look for and
offer better guidance for you. Most of the wording, down
to the font size, is regulated by the Security & Exchange
Commission, and is standard across PPMs you will see in
other investment deals.
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4. There are four sections to the PPM: (1) The brief introduc-
tion summary of the apartment complex itself; (2) Gener-
al Partner, asset description, and risk factors disclosure
information; (3) the Legal Agreement; (4) the Subscription
Agreement.

What Is a Subscription Agreement?

A subscription agreement is a short document within the PPM. 
This document includes more in-depth details of the invest-
ment property being held within the LLC. It is an agreement 
that LP(s) will purchase shares within the LLC that holds the 
property at a specified price (based on how much an individual 
commits to invest).

Where to Find the Money to Invest in a Real Estate 
Syndication

You always hear that one of the biggest factors holding people 
back from investing in real estate is that they do not have the 
money. For some of you, finding $25,000 to $50,000 to invest 
in an apartment syndication seems out of reach. You’re not 
alone—there are tons of people that share this same thought 
process. But what if I told you there are a variety of easy, cre-
ative ways to invest in your first syndication deal? Below is a 
list of strategies:

1. Self-Directed IRA: Redirect your Roth IRA or IRA into a
self-directed retirement account that can invest in real es-
tate tax free.

2. TSP (Thrift Savings Plan): The retirement account for Gov-
ernment Employees & Veterans. You can take a personal
loan out against your TSP (which you pay back to yourself)
and use to invest in syndications.

3. Stocks Proceeds from selling.

4. 401(k): Roll over your 401(k) into a self-directed IRA to use to
invest in apartment syndications.
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5. Refinance/Sale of Home Proceeds.

6. Home Equity Loans (HELOC): Use the equity in your home
as a loan to invest.

7. Liquid Cash within a Checking or Savings Account.

8. Cash from selling items you own such as boats, luxury vehi-
cles, collectible art, antiques, timeshares, etc.

9. Whole Life Insurance Policies: Borrow against your life in-
surance policy to invest (infinite banking).

10. Partner up with 2 or 3 Buddies and Invest Through an LLC:
Pull money together among two or more people and use
that to invest in a deal. Create a single LLC where all the in-
dividuals joining together to invest are listed as members.
For example, two friends might come together and each
commit $25,000 to invest $50,000 into a deal.

11. Underperforming Real Estate Assets such as land or a resi-
dential property that is producing low returns or has a lot of
issues. Multifamily real estate has historically provided the
highest risk-adjusted returns compared to every other real
estate asset class.

12. 1031 “Drop & Swap”: Upon the sale of a multifamily proper-
ty, investors are able to 1031 exchange their investment into
the next deal with the same sponsor.

13. 1031 Exchange funds from sale into a syndication using
“Tenants In Common” (TIC): Essentially, you are doing a
Joint Venture with the GP(s) on a syndication deal in order
to gain ownership and invest within the apartment syndi-
cation.



As an LP Investor How Do I Get Paid in a Syndication 
Deal & When ?

The return metrics and structure of a syndication can vary by 
deal. However, below is what you will commonly see:

The minimum investment in most apartment deals is some-
where between $25,000 to $50,000. The LP investors receive 
what is called a “Pref” or “preferred return,” which is paid to 
them either monthly or quarterly. A preferred return means 
that as an LP investor you are paid first before the GP(s) 
receive any income. A typical preferred return is between 6 
– 10 %, with the most common being about 8%.

Put simply: that means the entire 8% will go to you 
FIRST before GP(s) start to receive a single dime. Multifamily 
syndica-tions that have a more limited upside at sale of the 
property or that are higher risk as an investment will usually 
pay a higher preferred return. The LP(s) receive all of the 
cash flow from the deal until their preferred return is reached. 
If income is low for a month or quarter, the preferred return 
will accumulate over time until it is “caught-up” to pay LP 
investors their promised return at either the sale of the 
property, or during the life of the business plan for the 
project. LP(s) will find comfort in this concept knowing that 
GP(s) will not be paid when a deal is underperforming. 
Most income distributions are paid to LP(s) usually a few 
months after the GP(s) close on the apartment complex. 
Distribution payments are directly deposited into the LP 
investors’ bank accounts.

Once LP investors receive their preferred returns, profits 
are “split” between the LP(s) and GP(s) (this is called the 
Equity Split). A common split is 70/30 or 80/20—where 70% 
goes to the LP(s) and 30% to the GP(s). This split only 
happens AFTER the Limited Partners receive their preferred 
return. This type of structure, where the Limited Partners 
receive a certain profit split after their preferred return 
hurdle is reached, is called a “waterfall.” It’s important to 
note that preferred returns are not guaranteed in every deal. 
Some syndications might be struc-
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tured where profits are split straight 70/30 or 80/20. The struc-
ture of multifamily syndication deals can vary widely and there 
are pros and cons to each model structure.

Don’t get hung up on the numbers: A 90/10 split is not nec-
essarily a better deal than a 75/25 split. Make sure to consider 
all the financial return metrics within an apartment syndication 
deal. A 90/10 split might give more equity to LP(s) and sound 
more enticing, but the overall cash-on-cash return might be 
lower compared to a 75/25 split. 

There Are Two Investor Categories in a Syndication

When investing in a syndication, investors are labeled by the 
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) as either “Accred-
ited” or “Sophisticated.” To be considered an Accredited In-
vestor, you must meet one the following criteria:

1. You must have an income of more than $200,000 (or
$300,000 jointly with a spouse) within the last two years.

2. You must have a minimum net worth of $1 million, either in-
dividually or jointly with a spouse. This net worth excludes
the value of your primary residence.

A sophisticated investor is a nonaccredited investor who
has the ability to make an educated decision: whether or not 
investing in a multifamily syndication is a good option for them 
or not. Put simply, a sophisticated investor is everyone that is 
not accredited. You do not have to have a certain net worth or 
knowledge about real estate.

What Are the Typical Return Metrics for an Apartment 
Syndication?

Most syndications will pay a cash-on-cash return of 8 – 12% 
annually, an internal rate of return (IRR) of 16-24%, and an eq-
uity multiple of 1.6x – 3.0x, depending on the risk profile of the 
deal.
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Cash-on-Cash Return (CoC): The annual return you receive 
on your money based on the initial investment amount.

Internal Rate of Return (IRR): The time rate of return of your 
money. This is a metric that confuses many. IRR takes into ac-
count the time value of money, the regular cash flow distribu-
tions you receive, and the returns you receive at the refinance 
or sale of the property. Thus, the IRR in a way represents the” 
overall return” you would receive. Essentially, you as an inves-
tor want your money back as quickly as possible. The faster 
you receive your initial capital back, the happier you are be-
cause you now have the freedom to use that money again for 
whatever you please. The faster you receive your money back 
from the deal, the higher the IRR; the longer your money is 
within the investment deal, the lower the IRR (3 years com-
pared to 7). To keep it simple, $50,000 today will be worth 
more than $50,000 years from now. When comparing an 
apartment syndication to other investment vehicles, such as 
stocks or bonds, the IRR is the return metric that you use, not 
cash-on-cash return. 

Equity Multiple: A metric that essentially indicates how 
much your money has grown over a period of years. For exam-
ple, an equity multiple of 1.0x means that you “broke even”—if 
you invested $50,000 into a deal, you would receive $50,000 
back.An equity multiple greater than 1.0x means you will make 
more money back than you initially invested. For example, an 
equity multiple of 2.0x means you doubled your money—if you 
invested $50,000 into a deal, you would receive $100,000 
back.

What about the Tax Benefits for Investing in a 
Syndication?

Disclaimer: I am not a CPA or an attorney.The information pro-
vided below is a top-level view of the tax benefits. If you wish 
to consult with a CPA or an attorney, make SURE they special-
ize in working with real estate investors—this is critical.
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When you invest as a Limited Partner, the loan interest, de-
preciation (which is an income tax deduction), and property 
taxes from the investment property are “passed down” to you 
as well.At the end of the year in March, LP(s) will receive what 
is called a K-1 statement from the GP(s).

The beauty of real estate is that even in most cases where 
the apartment syndication has continued to produce positive 
income, the K-1 statement will show a “paper loss” due to the 
write-offs from the interest, depreciation, and property taxes. 
This is why we all love real estate. It allows you to offset your 
W2 income and pay little to no taxes while still receiving lucra-
tive, positive cash flow from the income a property produces. 
This same concept applies in investing in an apartment syn-
dication. In short, regardless of the income received in cash 
flow from the property, the taxable gain each year will usually 
be negative (or very close to negative).In general, the average 
loss on a K-1 statement is about $8k on a $100k Limited Partner 
investment.

One last point on legal/taxes: when you personally invest in 
a syndication, there are no tax or legal differences from invest-
ing in your individual name or an LLC you created because the 
apartment complex itself is already held in a single LLC.

What Are the Risks with Investing in Multifamily 
Syndication?

This is probably the most frequent question I receive from in-
vestors, and naturally so. If you are investing thousands of dol-
lars, you want to make sure our money is as “safe” as possible. 
Multifamily investing is one of the safest, time-proven asset 
classes to invest in. But like any investment, there will always 
be risks. The higher the projected return, the greater the risk 
(and vice versa).

To be transparent: for active multifamily syndicators, our 
biggest risk will be any challenges we have with the property 
management company. We mitigate this by thoroughly select-
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ing the BEST manager in the first place. This includes conduct-
ing background checks, on-site visits, professional interviews, 
speaking with referrals, and an in-depth review of the property 
manager’s systems and processes. I like to take it a step fur-
ther and ask them questions about hypothetical situations that 
could arise on the property and how they would respond.

If any sponsor is promoting that their returns are “guaran-
teed,” then that’s a red flag: either they are a new, inexperi-
enced operator or they are flat-out lying.

What If I Am Comparing Two Different Syndication 
Deals?

Don’t just look at the numbers. I’m often approached by inves-
tors who will try to compare different deals based purely on 
the numbers. For example, there is not much of a difference 
between a 6% and 8% preferred return. I’ve seen this many 
times: two different active apartment investors analyzing the 
same deal will come up with different returns from their un-
derwriting.What you’ll find is that the deal with a higher return 
might be due to the fact that the operator assumed from day 
one that they would achieve 100% occupancy from the prop-
erty, that they would be complete with any and all renovations 
within the first quarter, or that they used top-market pro forma 
rents. All three of these assumptions are beginner mistakes 
with underwriting.

Ultimately, you need to look deeper than just the plain num-
bers. You cannot pit and compare different multifamily syndi-
cations against one based purely on return projections. Think 
about the story and the meaning behind the numbers, and try 
to look for what will go wrong within any given deal. Again, I 
caution investors with shopping around deals for the highest 
return, this is usually an indication that an operator with the 
greatest return metrics is inflating their numbers and not be-
ing conservative in their underwiring—which is a risk for LP 
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investors because it means they are not taking your capital 
investment seriously. 

What Exactly Does It Mean to “Add Value” to an 
Apartment Complex?

Most of us are familiar with the concept of “flipping” a sin-
gle-family home. Basically, a “Value-Add” business plan is es-
sentially a “long flip” for an apartment complex over several 
years. Examples of “adding value” to an apartment complex 
include: upgrading kitchens to granite countertops,energy effi-
cient lights and water systems, laminate flooring, new carpet, 
modern cabinets, smart thermostats, updating the clubhouse 
or gym, adding a dog park, covered parking, or repainting the 
exterior.

Tenants around the complex will see all the changes and 
new amenities being added. Thus, there will be a clear justifi-
cation to the rise in rents. The tenants are usually pleased with 
the nicer building and will pay the increased rent.

The last way GP(s) add value is by decreasing expenses. 
These items include property management, maintenance & re-
pairs, payroll, landscaping, and utilities.Most Value-Add deals 
are B & C class properties.

Property and Location Classifications

Properties and neighborhoods are categorized based on an A, 
B, C, or D rating class.

� A Class: Newer properties in a great location with good
schools, businesses, low crime, coffee shops, and gro-
cery stores.Class A properties are best suited for investors
seeking immediate cash flow (preservation). This is a safe,
stable investment with lower appreciation because the as-
set is a newer build.
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� B Class: Properties built within the last fifteen to thirty years.
Good location with great shopping centers and retail, but
not as fancy as class A.

� C Class: Older properties built more than thirty years or
newer buildings that are rundown. C Class neighborhoods
are considered working-class/blue collar with older ameni-
ties.

� D Class: Distressed properties. High crime area with little to
no grocery stores or green space. This is the riskiest type
of property and location to invest in.
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2. 
IT’S TIME TO GO TO THE 

NEXT LEVEL

“The best time to plant a tree was 20 years ago. 
The second best time is today.” 

– Ancient Chinese Proverb

Congratulations! By reaching this point, you have learned a
great deal about multifamily real estate. Having the knowl-

edge and how to apply it is one thing, but what separates the 
good from the great and those that achieve results—is action.

In this book, I’ve laid out the steps I took to get into multi-
family real estate. I showed you that investing in real estate is 
a beautiful thing and a powerful tool. I showed you that most 
of you want to, and are best suited to be, passive investors. I 
also gave you a crash course on multifamily syndications and 
how to invest in them.

Nothing I taught you within this book is beyond you. If you 
read through the book and made it this far, I know you have 
the capability to move forward and make your first investment. 
You have already demonstrated that you have what it takes. 
Remember, fear is just a GPS for where our hearts most want 
to go. If investing in multifamily syndications intimidates you, 
then that just means you are on the verge of something great 
and monumental.
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Don’t just hear what I am saying. I am giving you an invi-
tation. Our greatest struggles are within ourselves. When I go 
into neighborhoods and schools to speak to the youth, it has 
always bothered me that I can pour so much into them, and 
only a handful will implement what I have spoken about. At 
the end of each motivational speech, many come up to me 
inspired—yet few actually act on my words. I’m wired to care, 
and I am passionate about helping others and adding value to 
people’s lives.

Just like the kids and young professionals I speak to,I worry 
that some of you will read this and be inspired but ultimately 
fail to move forward and act. The sad truth is that some of you 
will still fail to act and find an excuse after reading this. There-
fore, I CHALLENGE you. Do not waste the feelings of inspi-
ration and motivation you currently feel right now. Leverage 
them and act TODAY. Go to my website, book a call with me, 
and learn exactly what you need to do to invest in your first 
apartment syndication with me.

I can’t wait to have you join the That’s My Property fami-
ly and invest alongside us in multifamily syndications. This is 
going to be a fantastic, lucrative journey.There’s a reason why 
so many people love Marvel comics and movies. We are all 
searching for a way to be a hero in some way. Everyone has 
some type of hero in their lives they look up to. If you take the 
lessons in this book to heart and commit to investing in multi-
family syndications, then YOU can be that hero for your family, 
loved ones, and others. It’s time to begin your hero’s journey 
into the world of apartment investing and leave a greater influ-
ence on the world.Say it with me: That’s My Property!
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3. 
THE OPPORTUNITY 

TO ADD VALUE

“There are people less qualified than you, doing 
things you want to do, simply because they 

decided to take action.” 
– Anonymous

Ready to move forward and invest in multifamily real estate
with me? Check out my website at thatsmyproperty.com. 

There you will be able to join the “That’s My Property Tribe” 
and start enjoying the fruits of investing in apartment buildings. 
I receive so much joy from helping other people make money 
and live a more fulfilled life!

Check out and subscribe to my weekly podcast, “Multi-
family by the Slice.” On this show—one slice of wisdom at a 
time—you’ll gain unique perspectives from investors and pro-
fessionals on all aspects of the apartment investing space. The 
podcast is available on all major streaming platforms such as 
Spotify, Apple Podcasts, and Amazon Music.You can also visit 
the podcast website at www.multifamilybytheslice.com .

If you are a beginner looking to learn more about real es-
tate, a passive investor, or an active real estate investor with-
in the Southern California area, I invite you to attend the #1 
Real Estate Meetup Group in San Diego County: Opportunity 
Knocks. The guest speakers that my team and I bring in have 



decades of experiences from various perspectives, and a pas-
sion for doing good. We’ll be bringing you live deals, inter-
views with subject matter experts, and other salient content. 
This community is designed for you, to not only network and 
learn from others within the commercial real estate industry, 
but to build lasting genuine relationships. You can join and 
learn more about Opportunity Knocks at: https://www.meetup. 
com/OpportunityKnocksRealEstate-FinancialFreedom/

Follow me on Instagram, LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter 
(@drmultifamily) if you are interested in learning more about my 
story, my passion for helping others, or for motivational posts 
to help inspire you to become a bigger and better version of 
yourself. There is also a ton of valuable content I post for those 
of you interested in investing in multifamily real estate such as 
videos, podcasts, quote cards, and engaging graphics.

Before you go, I have one last challenge for you. The two 
most powerful words in the dictionary are: “I AM.” Thus, repeat 
after me:

I AM capable of being a person of value.

I AM capable of achieving all my financial dreams.

I AM abundant.

I AM a giver.

I AM wealth.

I AM an overcomer.

I AM grateful.

I AM ready.

I AM an investor in apartment syndications.
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Dre’s journey into real estate started when he bought his 
first $2 million dollar, 4-unit property in Pacific Beach, San Di-
ego. Today, Andre owns 98 apartment unit doors, co-hosts 
the #1 real estate meetup in San Diego called “Opportunity 
Knocks” (450+ members), and is the host of the “Multifamily 
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housing, and rent growth within San Diego.
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lucrative, stable returns to achieve financial freedom—but that 
provides financial education and outreach to young adults and 
youth in underserved communities.
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responsible in leadership roles for hundreds of people in high-
stress environments and is experienced in accounting, sales, 
and the management of over $3.8 million in high-value military 
assets.
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CONNECT WITH DRE

Instagram

/drmultifamily

Instagram

@drmultifamily

LinkedIn

/andremevans

Twitter

@drmultifamily

Multifamily By the Slice Podcast

Available on all Streaming Platforms: 
Apple, Spotify, Amazon music, Audible, 
Libsyn, Stitcher

www.multifamilybytheslice.com 
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“Writing down your dreams and aspirations is 
like having a sign that says, ‘Open for Business’ . 
. . By writing it down, you declare yourself in the 
game. Putting it on paper alerts the part of your 
brain known as the reticular activating system to 

join you in the play.” 
– Henriette Anne Klauser
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